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Some of Our Lines We Carry of 
Interest to You— 

Lawn Tennis Goods 
Wright and Ditson 

| A. G. Spalding & Bros. : 
: Frank L. Slozenger 

Baseball Goods 

| A. G. Spalding & Bros. 
A. J. Reach Co. 

Canoe Goods 
Canoes 

| Canoe Life Preserver Pillows 

Woodcraft Goods 
Bird Books and Guides 
Flower Guides 

Bird Glasses | | 
Boy Scouts’ Glasses and Books 

GET ANYTHING YOU NEED AT. 

508 Q Madison 
State Street THE CO-OP Wis. 

R. E. BOLTE, Manager . 

ON YOUR CO-OP NUMBER 
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You Will Make a Mistake f---- | 
If you will place your order for coffees before §f ——) 
consulting us. @, Owing to the high price of 
coffee this year, we have spent considerable = 
time and money in getting just what we want » 

Just what you want—A good coffee celina, 
at a moderate price—Guaranteed Ww d 

absolutely pure a 

MADISON TEA COMPANY § 2 | 
Phone 1264 26 East Mifflin Street 

LET OUR AUTO CALL 

| | 623 UNIVERSITY AVE. Telephone 1500 

There’s a Reason— 

For the Popularity of Al’s Candies 

Al has given his whole life to the making of candy. ‘ 
He is an expert. Moreover, he knows what the 
students demand, and gives them candy that is 

Fresh Every Day 
Absolutely Pure 

| Made in Sanitary Kitchens 
Neatly Packed 
Delicious to the Last Taste 

| Schwoegler’s Candies 
. The Product of an Expert
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% 2 Our prices are modest. 
We make a specialty of catering to the 
fraternity and boarding house trade. 
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If you want good meats and choice 
cuts, give us a trial. 
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Has the Central Life the largest agency in Madison? 

Why has the Central Life placed more business in Dane County, in the 
City of Madison, in the University, including faculty and students, dur- 
ing the last seven years than any other company in the United States? 

Why do we find so many boosters for the Central Life? 

Honest Business Methods 
Courteous Treatment - 
Guaranteed Standard Policies 

Reas Ons Are— Satisfied Policy Holders 
| Satisfied Beneficiaries 

Personnel of Agents the Best 

State Office: Phone 1148 A. C. LARSEN, 
Washington Building State Manager 

PHONE 1785 

EXCLUSIVE MILLINERY 
10 S. CARROLL ST. 

eet 

Complete Course in Motion Pictures—Always the Latest and Best at 

The Grand ana The Fair Play 
Both Houses Operated by 

SHERWOOD & McWILLIAMS 

Caters Especially to the Larger University Trade—Try Us 

OPPEL’S, 116 East Main Street, Madison 
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Phone 922—Get a “Square Meal” at BEN STITGEN’S, 120 North Main 
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Are You Interested in Suit Styles 
That Really Look Different? 
a 

That bring out the season’s style tendency to a marked 

degree—suits that show the individual touch of the de- 
signer and that when worn by you will impart a new 

grace, a new beauty to your figure, and you will stand 
out as a well dressed woman in any assembly. 

And that other essential—PRICE—has been taken care 
of—by the modest prices we have put on every garment. 

Burdick & Murray Company 
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Madison Candy When You Are Hungry 

vompany | BEAT I] 
wa 

to 
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Famous Bitter Sweets | Lawrence’s Lunch 
532 State Street 

Special Brands are 
our APEX put up 
In One-quarter, one- — 

half and one pound 
OXeS, api ° 

Chocolate Creams Anything you want 

7 Well Any way you want it 
ry our “Wellington” ‘ . 

They Are The Finest You Ever Ate Any time you want it 

Phone 922—Try One of BEN’S STEAKS, They Are Great, 120 North Main



OLD STUDENTS KNOW CARL THOMAS, PHOTOGRAPHER 

BADGER CREAMERY| Nelson & Polk 

Pasteurized Milk and Cream Decorators 
Fresh Creamery Butter 

We make a specialty of fine interior 

Wall Paper and Paint Decorations 

t Window Shades 
Picture Frames, Etc. 

610 University Avenue 218 EAST MAIN STREET 
Telephone 778 

Spring 11 
Spring is here, and so are our Spring Woolens, both foreign 
and domestics. We most cordially invite an early inspec- 

tion, and after a careful look, you will agree with us that 

every weave and pattern is up-to-date. We are ready—are 

you? 

SA: 2 

is 
y as Se - E. C. TETZLAFF, Mgr. 

: NEW STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO THE THOMAS STUDIO
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WISCONSIN SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
ADA BIRD, Director 

First Semester Begins September 25, 1911 
Registration Days, September 25, 26, 27 . 

PIANO 
ADA BIRD ELIZABETH BUEHLER JENNIE TAYLOR 
META WAGNER ISABELLE WILLIAMS ARLINE COFFMAN 

VOICE 
ADELAIDE FORESMAN ALEXIUS BAAS 

VIOLIN 
FREDERICK MACMURRAY FRANK BACH 

HARMONY AND HISTORY OF MUSIC 
ELIZABETH BUEHLER 

MANDOLIN, GUITAR AND BANJO 
FRANK BACH 

: DRAMATIC READING AND ELOCUTION 
ALEXIUS BAAS 

In every department we have teachers of ability and experience, who have studied with renowned masters 
in Europe and America. Send for free catalog. Address, Secretary of Wisconsin School of Music, or 

Phone 357 ADA BIRD, Director, 433 State Street, Madison, Wis. 
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LADY FINGERS AND MACAROONS A 
SPECIALTY 
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Heilman’s Quak 

It?s a Very Wholesome Loaf 

121 EAST MAIN STREET PHONE 1109



No Student’s Room Complete 
without the 

LATEST IMPROVED ENGLISH MODEL 

The Handsomest Models and Most 
Perfect Flat or Arched Back 

Instruments Made 
also 

Violins, Guitars, Banjos, etc., of superior construction 
and tone. Every detail of our stock as near perfec- 
tion as money can buy. Strings of the same quality. 

20 North Carroll Street MADISON, WIS. 
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WHOLESALE Packers of A 

CHEESE Raw Oysters AD Ne 
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Established 1891 Far \ = os 

Ester Oyster Co.) | =| [| y e fa fp z iz 

: BO ee 
FRESH, SALT AND SMOKED vo : t= 

FI S H Office Desks Office Files 
Wedding Outfits at the Close of the Year 

Witalesate 

Gaeere Haswell 
Furniture Company 

CLAYTON W. HASWELL, President 

206 East Main Street, Madison, Wis. oe = ee 
Telephone: Bell 975 Madison, Wis. 
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A.D. & J. V. Frederickson 
General Contractors . 

Pine, Hemlock and Hardwood Lumber C ommer cial 

site Stationery and 
Printing 

MADISON, WIS. 

Sumner & Crampton | 

Drugs and Photos 

302 State Street PARSONS PRINTING AND 
STATIONERY CO. 

We Have Our Own Special Department 
for Developing and Printing 24 North Carroll Street 

| > Ws 
iy Ny Milk 

th tty %§) Cream 
NA oi Butter 

| RAKE WY 4d . Way 1 Butter Milk 
PRS Ice Cream 

Sold only by 

RENDTORFF & ZILISCH CoO. 

Visit our plant and see the workings of an up-to-date, sanitary creamery 

Phone 979 629 Washington Ave.



/ Phone 782 for Best Cut Flowers and Potted Plants—915 University Avenue 

Ghe 

First National Bank The Home of the 
irst National ban Tail 

Madison, Wisconsin Royal allOrs | 
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY 

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $400,000.00 And everything that 

ap is new and fit to wear 

Officers and Directors At prices that bring the 

Fask@Browa | BB Stendand college man to this store 
F. W. Hoyt James E. Mosely 

Wayne Ramsay, Cashier M. C. Clarke, Ass’t Cashier mu 

— QSLOTHING 
Interest Paid ome OMPAN Y 

This Bank solicits th nts of ‘“ : 

firms, individuals and corporations Where quality felts and 
price sells 

PROMPT AND EFFICIENT SERVICE 

New York Store| BADGER COMPANY 
A Shop for Ladies LADIES AND GENTS 

GARMENTS 

a oo Cleaning, Dyeing 
The Newest Trimmings) Altering, Repairing and 
Creations in || and Novelties Pressing 
DRESS in Women’s ——_____ 
G DS . 
OO Wear. Suits to Order 

for Fall and 

Winter Wear Newest a 
. ' Goods Called F i are on display Bandings, or and Delivered 

awaiting Hand Bags, 

your Gloves and] Lodo & Foso 
inspection LI Hosiery | Telephone 365 513 State St. 

So ——eeeoweheeeaaea eee 
Phone 782—Write, Wire or Telephone for Flowers, Etc., to Everett, 915 University Ave.
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Hello! 
Yes, this is 

FRANK'S 

PHONE 887 

815 UNIVERSITY AVE. 

OUNG MEN ann WOMEN 3 
FORD S Y of higher education would do 

for well to take up the study of 

E OTO S Strnngraphy 

either as a profession or as a 
stepping stone to their business __ 

- or professional career, and to that 
' end, there is no place to study like 

Miss Brown's Private School 
THE FORD STUDIO of Stenography 

123 West Mifflin, Corner Fairchild Cary B nilding 

Rhone 288 Milmauker, Wis. 
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ditorial 

UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN 

W this issue The Wisconsin many of the members of the staff who 
Magazine closes its ninth vear of are graduating this year. Our older read- 
activity, and it is needless to say, ers will probably have noticed that The 

the staff enjoyed the work, imperfect as Wisconsin Magazine has been journalized it may have been. Whether or not our to no little extent, the original policy hav- 
kind readers and contributors are satisfied ing been instituted about four years ago. with this year of literary activity is some- Thus, timely athletic articles crowded out 
what difficult to ascertain, but, be that as essays, in themselves valuable and in- 
it may, it is a positive fact that the staff structive, but lacking the popular appeal 
made a most serious effort towards pleas- necessary for the support of the average 
ing all readers, even the most critical. college magazine. Popular questions and 
We have no apology to make. It is true, problems of the month have crowded out 
of course, that had we another year ahead stories to no little extent; faculty mem- 
of us in this most pleasant and enjoyable bers and dramatics have been given con- 
field of undergraduate literary life, many siderable space, all these innovations were 
improvements could be assured, for ex- designed to please our readers. If they 
perience does make wonderful inroads have proved valuable, well and good, if 
upon one’s dogmatic policies laid down not these sins should never again be com- 
in the beginning of the magazine year. mitted. - 
But that pleasure is denied us and to Looking ahead, we can see a greater
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; . . 6 time Wisconsin Magazine. Many of the pres- centuries guided, and at the same 
ent staff members will be regular contrib- beckoned mankind, may une brighter . 
utors next year and with their added ex- and brighter unto the perfect day. 
perience should place this publication in ee 
the very forefront of college literary pub- 

lications. We can assure our readers that RECOGNIZE THE HARD- 
under the most valuable guidance of next WORKING JOURNALIST 
year’s editor The Wisconsin Magazine 
will be a truly Wisconsin production, full R 200 NTEION for editors must 
of life, energy, and substantial literary soon be forthcoming from the Uni- 
material of which no student need feel versity of Wisconsin. ‘Today the 
ashamed. There is a wealth of literary editors of Wisconsin’s all-university pub- 
resource in our university. It need only lications almost to a man have succeeded 
to be mined and brought to daylight. in getting out superior works to those of 
This will unquestionalgy come to pass the same nature in the neighboring uni- 
next year. versities. Wisconsin’s annual, her daily, 

Gratified with the kind encouragement her humor paper, and (we modestly are 
we have received from the faculty and forced to include) her literary magazine, 
students, and with sincere gratitude, we have won top ranking, and are not only 
pass this publication on to the new staff, adding much to the prestige of the uni- 
wishing them a greater success, and trust-_ versity, but are in no small measure re- 
ing that our indulgent readers will give sponsible for the attraction of thousands 
them the same kind considerations that of students among whom are the vast ma- 
have been given to us. This has been a jority of extra-state students. 
most pleasant year. May the next col- The question of a press “W” to com- 
lege year prove productive of higher pare with a.forensic “W” or the athletic ideals in college magazine endeavors. To emblem, has frequently been raised. It is 
all our readers we bid a fond farewell. objected that there is no intercollegiate 
Our work is done. press contest. Rather there is a continu-. 

T. R. H. ous intercollegiate contest to bring out a 
——_—_—_______. better work, and Wisconsin is the winner. 

‘But aside from that, Illinois is solving 
PHI BETTA KAPPA the problem after the fashion of many 

eastern universities, by a campaign for T GIVES us great pleasure to con-- the awarding of the German letter. The | gratulate our fortunate friends who faculty, through its journalism depart- have been elected to this most highly ment, should establish the journalistic esteemed organization, Phi Beta Kappa. “WwW.” 
It must be gratifying to gain this prize Credit in the university for work done after three or four long years of hard ap- on college publications has frequently plication to studies. Far more gratifying been proposed and has even been asked. than the recognition by this scciety, how- Such credit is given in some schools. It ever, must be the self-satisfaction gained is not a feasible plan, however. The in knowing that one is capable of master- faculty could not rightly be asked to ing the work one has taken up. This as- grant credit for work over which it has surance of power and ability cannot but no supervision. Supervision, however, of lead to noble ends. Thus the man know- any further nature than that at present ing his ability will take a still ,more firm provided by the censor, would destroy the held upon life and throw his whole self efficacy and very life of the student pub- into his work, that through him and by _ lications. But the credit idea leads one him that splendid and encouraging pro- to the pertinent suggestion of this edi- gress towards truth may be hastened with torial. 
greater and more inspiring rapidity, that Editors should be exempted from thesis the light of knowledge, which has for work. The university should recognize
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that a man who, during his senior vear, will come back with added dignity and 
is editing a literary monthly, a daily discarded boyishness, who will come ~ 
paper, or a humorous bi-weekly, cf the charged with adding something to the 
type of the Wisconsin Magazine, The virility of the student body and with the 
Cardinal, or The Sphinx, or who has de- enforcement of those traditions which 
voted his entire junior vear to editing have been set down in the days that pre- 
The Badger, a man who in thus serving ceded. Are you going to allow some men 
his university and the student body is to show a petty spirit this year—you who 
performing a far greater “task to show know them best, and can most readily 
that he is really fitted to graduate from reach them? Your class can still remove 
Wisconsin than the man who writes a_ the stain that has been cast upon it in 
thesis. Mr. Faculty, you grant exemption the minds of many upperclassmen who 
for joint debate—there is not even as_ note the violations, but dislike to punish. 
much supervision there as in the publi- The freshmen can and must ring true. 
cation censorship. Why not meet the —_&—___ 
hard-werking editors, who toil day in and 
day out—not three weeks or a month in A NECESSARY TRADITION 
the fall, not during an easy summer, but : : . 
who grind at their desks the whole year "TBE coming month would b 0 tee 

around why not grant these men exemp- _ which is really required by the phys- 
10 equirement. Set cer- ica] necessities of the situation. 
tain standards. Set your journalistic “Freshmen should not be allowed to use 
head and your censor of publications ine middle entrance to Main hall. Al- 
jointly to recommend to the faculty who jeady there are too many upperclassmen 
shall be exempted from thesis. But take and sophomores standing around the 

action to bring one single ray of recogni- front entrance, and it is difficult to get 
tion to the craving heart of the university through. ° 
journalists, the most hard working, and Pass a tradition barring freshmen the — 

we believe, the greatest producers, in any main entrance privileges, effective with phase of student activity. the class of 1916. ° 

FRESHMEN MUST ACT WHAT ABOUT SACRIFICING 

PRe=sHMEN of the University of Wis- THESE TREES? 
consin ! T HE new Greek theater represents a 

The student bedy accuses you of most pronounced step forward in a 
disloyalty and in some cases lamentable line of activity that should be pe- - 
lack of Wisconsin spirit. culiar to Wisconsin—that of the drama. 

Let us hasten to explain. In many It is reported that the theater is to be 
eases—in fact easily in the majority— started during this summer, and is to oc- 
the members of the freshmen class are cupy the slope to the lake north of North 
among the most loyal, the most enthusi- _ hall. 
astic, the university boasts. But there Is this another of these alleged archi- 
are among you members who violate the tectural blunders that people are begin- 
green cap tradition, who smoked on the ning to accuse the university of? Is it 
campus before the prescribed time, and really right that a beautifully forested 
who set themselves up as mightier than: slope—one of the prides of the campus 
the student body which stands back of should be cleared to construct the new 
these traditions, and openly flaunted dis- theater, when just a short way beyond a 
dain of the upperclassmen who may have gentle slope toward the lake unrolls north 
menticned it to them. of the Washburn observatory, and near 

What are you going to do about it? the toboggan slide, with nary a tree to be 
You are the men who next year will despoiled? . 

return to Wisconsin as sophomores, who This question may merit some thought.
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THE ROWING SITUATION—A CRISIS 

H. Boguslawski 

Deans ARLY in April a member the odds against them. Annually we fig- 
NG P) of the Varsity crew desert- ure that the Wisconsin crews lose only be- 
Gi E q ed the shell for the base- cause of their poor luck. Annually we 
5 a) ball field. In the crew he pat ourselves on the back cententedly and 
Spe SE yj was practically certain of say, “Wait ’till next year.” 
Rey lee) a place as a representative That “next year’ will not come until 
a of Wisconsin and the west the students of Wisconsin awake to the 

in the races at Poughkeepsie. On the fact that it takes more than self-satisfied 
baseball field he had about one chance in talk and a ‘fair amount of good luck to 
four to make the varsity nine. win such a race as the annual regatta at 

At Cornell ninety-nine undergraduates Poughkeepsie. Under the present condi- 
cut of one hundred would give up almost  ticns, a victory for Wisconsin would be an 
any student honor for a place in the var- accident. Only the natural physical su- 
sity crew. In the east and in the far west, periority of the men of the west over 
at Yale, at California, at Pennsylvania, those of the east makes such an event 
at Washington, at Harvard, at Leland even possible. 
Stanford, at Columbia, at Syracuse, at The present situation as to the varsity 
Annapolis, at Georgetown, no athletic crew is this: Wisconsin has eight power- 
honor is valued more highly than the crew ful men, possibly ten, who compare very 
letter. favorably with any crew in the country. 

When “Dad” Vail took his . 
oarsmen out for their early work 
on the water, just after the ice 
went out, he did not have enough THE YEAR IN ATHLETICS 
men to fill a second varsity boat. 
Several days passed before eight CG CHAMBERS 
‘gecond string oarsmen were on Even the most evnically inclined among 

hand. us will admit that the college year which 
At Cornell five varsity boats is Just drawing to a close has been a very 

were on the lake within a week successful one from the standpoint of 

of the first open water. Inside, Wisconsin athletics. The time has passed 

on the machines, material for sev- -when Badger teams in any branch of 

eral more crews was toiling for sport have had to accept monotonous suc- 

the mere opportunity to row even cessions of defeats from their conference 

in the fourth or fifth varsity. At rivals. Not a single Wisconsin team has 

Pennsylvania the varsity and entered an intercollegiate contest this year 

freshmen and varsity squads at with the knowledge that they were out- 

the beginning of the season in- classed. Our teams in every sport have 
cluded close to 150 men. At been on a par with the best in the confer- 

every eastern school an abund- ence and they have demonstrated that 
ance of material was at the dis- Wisconsin is not dead athletically, as 
posal of the coaches. many have supposed, but that she is just 

_Is rowing at Wisconsin a fail- entering on a new era of athletic prosper- 
ure? ity which will restore her to her old place 

Annually we boast of the fine at the head of the list in the middle west. 
Wisconsin spirit which sends the (Continued on Page 36) 
erews to Poughkeepsie in spite of
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If any of these men are lost by injury, class team for any sport off hans from 
by sickness, or any other accident, capable among the men there at the re i 

. substitutes to replace them will be want- And still, of three thousan I men, ess 
ing. The varsity squad consists of about than twenty respond to the ca or on 
eighteen men, many of them only medi- men. In spite of the allurements whic 
ocre material. With the best sort of luck, rowing holds out to the participant, the 
Wisconsin may hope that the present wonderful material of which these ath- 

| eight will be kept intact. If the inci- letic experts speak is lying dormant. 
dents of last year are repeated, the crew With a crew squad of the number of the 
will be shattered completely, men will be Cornell squad, Wisconsin could sweep 
at the oars who are inferior physically to the river. With 100 of the best fitted 
a large number of students who are now men in the university available to the 
inactive. coach, Wisconsin could overcome the com- 

However we may deceive ourselves, the paratively trivial difficulties which its 
fact remains that there is something radi- crews meet, and could occupy a position 
cally wrong in the rowing situation at inthe world of the water sport as high as 
Wisconsin. We may produce a winning that which Cornell now holds. 
crew at any time; we will make a credit- Why not? Certainly the stimulus is 
able showing every year, but the credit for not lacking. The eight men who pull at 
this success belongs not to the university, the Cardinal tipped oars on the Hudson 
but to a few men. These men are doing represent the hopes, not of the university 
wonderful work in bearing the burden of alone, but of the entire west. The men 
the entire school as they do, but their who compete as members of Wisconsin 
work will be rewarded only when the en- crews receive more reward in the shape tire student body comes to the support of of “trips” than any other athletic teams. the crew. ° The athletic “glory” which the oarsman 

Of all the American universities, Wis- wins is second to none. 
consin has the ideal conditions for suc- Rowing at Wisconsin is destined to re- cessful crews. Location, material, and ceive another stimulus before long. With- the stimulus of the support of the entire in a few years the Badger crews will find west combined to the advantage of the some real competition in their home Cardinal oarsmen. The present situation waters. The construction of dams by the as to rowing in the west should encourage government both at Minnesota and at Wisconsin in this sport more than ever Michigan means that these schools will] before. be represented by crews as soon as the Wisconsin’s chief advantage lies in the artificial lakes are formed. When they wonderful “raw material” which it pos- do, Wisconsin will meet strong competi- sesses. 

tion. Our neighbors of the north have “Your powerful, rangy westerner makes proved the power of their athletic sons the ideal oarsman,”’ says “Dad” Vail, many a time. The prowess of the Wol- crew coach. “The eastern schools have verines has never been despised here. no material like that here, and there is And when these schools turn to rowing plenty of material for half a dozen crews.” Wisconsin must look to her laurels. “T could coach Wisconsin in basketball The long sought western regatta is not for ten successive years,” says Dr. Mean- far off. When its time comes and Wis- well, “and guarantee never to finish lower consin must meet the competition of Min- than third in the conference race. Why? nesota and of Michigan, possibly of other Because the physical build and natural western schools, she will have no excuses athletic ability of Wisconsin’s athletes is to hide behind. The advantage will be of a standard unknown in the great with the Badger crews, the opponents will schools of the east. I can go through that be fighting on strange fields. locker room at any time, and pick a first Wisconsin must be prepared.
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THE DEEP SHADOW | 
Will T. Gilman 

This story has been awarded the second prize in the W. F. Vilas Memorial Prize Contest. 

— =p iS’ IRA BENSON entered voice that it rasped her throat, “and— 
3 R her daughter’s house with well—I’m sorry.” | 
“ih M | her usual burst of conver- Jennie felt the condemnation. “I want 
ee sation that enveloped one to be,” she defended herself painfully, 
\Oze=e3) hike a warm bath. “You “but—but I can’t.” 
Gees might almost as well not Mis’ Ira rose and went away with her “ 

live in Eden Valley but eyes fixed unseeingly. Since the day had 
out in Dakota, because I don’t see you no been gray and the street had darkened to- 
of-tener than’s though you did. I ain’t ward sunset, she felt that she need not 
had a sight of you since Sunday. Where’ve feign appearance; and she dragged along 
you been ?” miserably under the cover of the gloom. 

“Oh, Pve been kind o’ busy,” said Jen- This dynamic woman often bowed before 
nie Olger, not locking up from the white sorrow when another did not require her 
stuff that trembled under her fingers. cheer. But on the steps of the store she 

Mis’ Ira glanced sharply at her. “You gathered herself to meet her husband | 
look pale as a statue and excited as a with the untroubled exterior that he 
nesting bird. You ain’t sick, are you?” knew. 

“No, I guess not,” she answered again “Hello,” her husband called out. 
with apparent constraint. “Hello,” she answered as she reached 

The mother was silent. Hunting for up for a paper sack. “Why don’t you 
a suggestion to further conversation her hang them bags on the moon? There! , 
eyes traveled around the room; Jennie’s If I’d tore my waist out, I’d o’ gone over 
reticence was new and puzzling. The end and cut me off gingham for a new one.” 
of the circuit brought them to the ma- “Tf it’s apples you want,” offered Ira 
terial in the young wife’s hands. while she inspected several barrels, “I’ll 

“What're you making,” asked Mis’ Ira get you out some.” 
suddenly. “No, you won’t,” said Mis’ Ira. “What 

The younger woman’s face flushed as you can’t sell belongs to the pigs, and I 
she took out a tiny garment for the older ain’t going to let you cheat them out of 
woman’s inspection. The eyes of the two their just dues, and spend all my days 
met—the one’s in question and the other’s cutting out spots.” - 
in a growing, wondering tenderness.. In Mis’ Ira’s quest for good apples led her 
the following pause the thin white cloth near the window. “These must be good, 
settled to Jennie’s knee, and to her eyes because they’re most bought out,” she 
came a mute appeal. After a moment murmured as she reached nearly to the 
Mis’ Ira’s gaze dropped to the gentle bottom of a barrel. She straightened: to 
white folds. They waited long thus, for sample her find and saw huddled on the 
the mother was being taken years back to edge of the display window a girl. Her 
the mystery that the daughter was enter- arms held a bundle whose nucleus from 
ing. At last Mis’ Ira roused. the way she clung to it could have been 

_ “Are—are you—glad?” she asked. nothing else than a babe. Over it she 
“Yes—I guess so,” faltered Jennie. peered into the night which was hopelessly 

“I—I donno.” ’ closing over all the world. “Your folks 
“Then, if you donno, you ain’t, that’s “is kind o” late in coming after you, ain’t — 

all,” said Mis’ Ira in such a low troubled they ?” .
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. ; But ~ Tain’ got none to come,” the girl nie from some sense of politeness. answered without change of position. she turned quickly away; and per, mother “Oh,” said Mis’ Ira in a lower, sympa- saw, as her face came into t oly © 4 a thetic tone, “I thought mebbe you was great wish struggling desperately under waiting for somebody.” the monstrous fear that palls woman more “No, resting. Pll go away in a little,’ and more from generation to gene said the young mother very wearily. Jennie warmed her hands at the ki hen 
“But you can’t go out into such a night stove. — . o» ked dj that may rain down any minute and with- “Ts it cold, or is it me?” she asked dis- out nothing to eat.” mally. . : “I have to do lots of things now.” “Mebbe, you've took a little cold. “Well, then, the next thing will be to Lemme tuck you up a while on the set- eat supper to my house and in the morn- ting-room lounge, and make you some ing we’ll see.” ginger tea.” , “You don’t know me. I ain’t fit,” said “Tl be tucked up, but I don’t never. , the girl not taking her eyes from the now _ hanker after ginger tea when I feel good ; 80 black pane. I guess I won’t have none now—No, don’t “TI guess I know what you mean, and bring no light. Laying down in a room fits is my look-out. ‘Youw’re coming, with a lamp is like getting in between ain’t you?” sheets with shoes on,” she said alternately “But you don’t know nothing about to her mother and to the girl. “Just leave me,” repeated the girl in her worn tone- the door open and give me the shadow of less voice. your light and the outside rim of your Mis’ Ira laid her hand on the girl’s talk for company.” shoulder and leaned so that she could see Mis’ Ira produced a fluffy cover and the face—too early set. took Jennie away to the sitting-room. “You’ve made a mistake and a bad one, With one sweep it went billowing over her, and you think everybody's going to push warmly caressing. you down until you just get up. That’s “Oh, ma,” said Jennie catching at her all I want to know now. If you want to wrist, “I just couldn’t stay to home alone ; tell me more about it when you're not all and I can’t stand it out there in the gone for nothing to eat, all right.” kitchen with her fussing over that poor, The girl’s lip was quivering; so Mis’  sickish, little thing—that poor, sickish, Ira moved away, because she wanted the little thing,” she ended in a sob. cleansing tears on the scathed mind at The older woman’s head sank to the another time. She lifted the bulging bag daughter’s bosom; then she rose and went _ and opened the door. away without uttering a word that would “Oh, Ira,” his wife called back as the have been too rude an instrument for the two went out, “send over some all-round moment. She had been so glad—so very good apples.” And Ira jumped down glad—that she could not understand this from the counter where he had been dread under which the young wife had lengthening the string on which hung the fallen. And not understanding, she did sacks, and the men in the rear of the store not know how to help. laughed. 

The mother had laid her babe in the After supper while the mother pre- little spare room off the kitchen, and sat pared the badly nurtured infant for bed bending over her arms that were folded and while Mis’ Ira made her kitchen around her waist and staring into the ready for the life of another day, Jennie thick shadow that was before her feet. came in. At Mis’ Ira’s step she straightened her- “I have company for a bit. This is self and gave her head the nervous jerk my daughter, Mis’ Olger—Jennie’s her with which many people preface personal name,” said Mis’ Ira who did not appear admissions. 
to know that her guest was unnamed. “TI was thinking how good you was—” “What is it? A little girl? asked Jen- “No more’n human, I guess,” said her
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hostess making much noise with the stove the house work which one woman can al- _ 
to avoid more praise. ways divide and make enough for two. - ~~ 

“Yes, you’s mighty good to take me in She worked well, and although. the food 
without knowing so much as my name. and the home of the Bensons’ absorbed - 
I’m Huldie Aldrey from over north of the and destroyed all of the poisonous sullen- 
Center. I worked out until a little before ness, she was still quiet. 
my baby was born, and then I went home. One morning Mis’ Leroy Flower, who 
My sisters—ma’s dead—was all for turn- had only within the last year moved into 
ing me out; but my brother, Sammie, the long vacant house back’ of Ira’s came 
that’s lame, talked pa into letting me stay in neighborly to ask what would remove 
and me into staying. Pa and me never aa boiled cream stain. She was small and 
could refuse him nothing, because we re- brisk, and since they had lived in the 
member how anxious ma always was about country—as they called Eden Valley— 
him. I stayed some after I was sick, and her eyes had taken on a quick sound in- 
my sisters waited on me when Sammie  terrst in everything. 
was around. But when baby was a month “Oh, the dear. How old is she?” she 
old, I was some strong again; and I asked as she stooped to kiss a little pink 
started out, because I couldn’t stand feel- fist, as a woman will. “How Leroy and 
ing my sisters feel they was giving me I have waited. And we feel that we could ‘ 
charity. They said I’d ought to give baby do so much more than some for children.” 
away, and [ve thought I would, only I The mother sent an inquiring glance 
ain’t see just the right place for her, and to Mis’ Ira, and she nodded in reply. The 
I ain’t done it yet. *Tain’t because I girl parted her lips but drew in her breath 
want to shirk, but because I can’t never sharply. “You,” she just audibly com- 
be nothing to her but a hindrance. If I manded. Mis’ Ira told the story to the 
find the right place, ’1l go away and work woman whose parlor furniture and maid 

_ and send money to help take care of her. and husband and gowns had seemed to 
Mebbe, vou know of some good place.” make her fortune so very enviable. 

“I can’t say just now, jack-’-box fash- “You know that we must talk it over,” 
ion, but mebbe Jennie knows of somebody said Mis’ Flower, “but I’m almost 
if vou think giving her up is the best tempted to do it without the talking.” 
thing.” “There ain’t no pressin’ rush,” said the 

But Jennie was not on the couch; she spokeswoman, “because Huldie’s got toget 
had slipped out of the front door during real strong before she can leave here.” 
the recital. “Oh, there’s lots of folks Mr. Flower came toward evening to 
that needs to have a child, but we must tell of their decision. He loomed in the 
take time to think of the best place. You doorway, and Hulda liked him for the 
won’t mind if I run over to kind o’ look whole soul that she felt must be in the 
after Jennie a bit ?” big frame. She rocked and nursed the in- 

Mis’ Ira found Jennie pacing her little fant near the stove in the deeper darkness 
living room with her arms wound tightly of the room. 
in her shawl. The womanhood in her “I suppose the reason that we have 
was fighting for its right. never thought before of an adoption is 

“Oh, ma, I couldn’t stand it—her with because we have always deceived ourselves 
all she had to go through leaving her into the belief that we would have some of 
troubles as troubles out of her talk and our own some day. But we'd like her.” 
thinking only that poor little thing. And “Yes, Pll let you take her,” she an- 
then me, that has all Christendom to swered. A force apart from her judg- 
stand round approving, playing coward— ment ran through her and convulsed her 
too afraid to be glad. Oh, ma, I wisht I arms tighter around the drowsy bundle. | 
could be glad.” “Oh, you can help her like I never could, 

“Mebbe, you'll find out how,” the because people’s opinion wouldn’t never . 
mother offered hope feebly. let me. But can I help by sending : 

Hulda stayed and helped Mis’ Ira in money?”
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. _ The man stranger wondered what part But darkness fell, and Hulda did not 
“of her support this servant girl could sup- come. Then Mis’ Ira prepared supper. 

“ply for lis daughter, but he told her yes. They ate, she at the window going to the 
: For a few ntinutes Hulda rocked in long, table only to replenish her tea and bread. 

slow, rythmic swings while the child drew “Tra,” she said as she scraped the dishes 
its life from her. “Can—can I keep her and subsequently drowned them, “you 
over Sunday—to—to the first part of next hitch up and see if you can find her. I’m 

_ week,” she asked asa final supplication. awful uneasy.” 
This was thé question for which he had “Good idee. She’s prob’ly went so far 

been waiting. “Yes,” he said rising. she’s all done out by the road some- 
. “Bring her to us, then, the first of the wheres.” 
week. In the meantime we will leave her Ira did not find her, and they decided 
to you; so if you have anything to see us that the mother love had conquered, and — 
about, come over.” - Mis’ Ira would hardly have had it other- 

He went taking—Hulda felt—half of wise since Hulda had acted for herself. 
her baby, the sole ownership of which had In the days that followed Mis’ Ira dis- 
made her an outcast of her kind. She cussed the possibilities concerning the 
sat mute and motionless in her grief; then girl, and—womanlike—arrived ever at the 

. she laid down her burden and busied her same conclusion. Despite her reasoning 
hands with the sewing which Mis’ Ira had she was anxious and went every day to 
thought fit to ask of her. - the postoffice, but no letter came. 

As each night ended another day of the Mis’ Flower was keenly disappointed ; 
few that she was to have her child, she and, when all the pretty little clothes 
became more restless and took to wander- which she had ordered from the city ar- 
ing into the country with the little one rived, she locked herself in the tiny white 
diagonally across her breast. room off hers for half a day. After com- 

Sunday at dinner she talked tearlessly ing out she did not speak of her grief 
of her plan: going away where she would except to inquire privately of Mis’ Ira 
find work. In the early afternoon she whether she had received any word from 
went down Main street toward the hill Hulda. 
road. | One evening a co 

“I don’t wonder that she wants the when Mis’ Tra had falten Sent ana anes baby to herself this last afternoon so,” he was mutely busy with his supper, a said ais’ ra yom a window where she heavy masculine knock startled therm Tra ad been watching the figure swing vigor- reach i i i 
one out of sight, “She's awful brave.” vstboe over his chalz back to admit: the 

can’t make out whether it’s brave or “Hello in.” 
bloodlessness,” said Ira behind the Weekly “No, I Ot Ee toe von a Center Herald. “AML right,” said Ira reaching for hij : he's poder, because what with her sis- coat and going out . . ers an ? ” ‘“ : “a, Tra frekea one cen through a lot. | You see I didn’t want to talk before Ir & the paper and Mis’ Benson. I guess I found that oj noisily operating a toothpick and disap- that was to your place f oa at girl 
peared mysteriously as men do Sunday going through my hill ec eer a Poe afternoons, and Mis’ Ira finished looking got that there ha 7 Ked wae ane out of the window and snipping her nails strip of oak this att va next to the 
and began reading. The Sunday after- lay with her kid . ler an’ there she 
noon rested on to its sunset before Ira re- two stacks Sh - Py arms in. between iurned, and starvel ; € must've stayed up there 

“Ain’t Huldie back?” erself, because she could see A the whole country from up there.” His wife answered negatively in her But Mis’ Ira held Pere 
throat. “And it’s getting late, too, but “No,” she told her h another opmion. 

course she must grudge every minute she that kind. But she mew conte “lows oF) . as to share up with anybody else. meant giving up the baby and “roby
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she just kept putting it off and putting amined her linen in search of a sheet that. 
it off until she couldn’t come a-tall. And was not too good to be burned afterwards. 
she sent Ira for the two and went to tell “I can’t help but think,” said Mis’ 
Jennie and Mis’ Flower whom she felt Flower, and there were very stern lines 
had almost a mother’s right to considera- around her mouth, “however true your 

tion. theory may be, Mrs. Benson, that she has 
Some hours later the three women were killed not only herself but her baby as 

in the parlor. Because when Jennie was well.” 
a little girl, one of her relatives had “Oh, but she loved her too much to 
thought it proper for her to kiss the cold give her up,” said Jennie, with all the 

dead lips of an aunt whom she had never exhaltation in her voice as if she felt that 
liked, she had always firmly refused to she was chanting the old, old truth of 
touch the dead; and her mother could not yotherhood. 

but feel surprised at the feverish way in Her mother quickly turned her head 
race she insisted on doing some last of- trom the sheet which she was holding be- 

ce for Hulda. Unconscious of her sur- ¢ . ge 
dines she arraneed the cirl’s all-aw ore the lamp in time to catch the reveren- 

sete We ey eee yy tial expression of a woman who under- hair. Mais’ Flower had claimed the privi- xp : : . 
lege of dressing the child, and she clothed ‘Stands the mainsprings of life. In a mo- 
it in the little robe that she had made ment Jennie looked up, and at last Mis” 
while she had waited for the first of the Ira was able to read in her eyes: 
week two weeks before. And Mis’ Ira ex- “Vm glad.” 

| HIS DAY’S WORK DONE 

Roger D. Wolcott 

Cy Gees S) HE man leaned his rifle barks, and the chorus of bird songs made 
Cs y)\ against a mossy boulder, the lonesomeness of the place by contrast 
Cp (and stealthily peeped up oppressive. The muffied tinklings of 
Cibo, ohh and down the narrow rocky cow-bells rose up from the bottom-lands, 

Ey road, which wound its way nature’s matins, summoning all to greet 
RS Z) tortuously from the hill- the new-born day. 

crest down, down, down in The man was becoming nervous; he 
graceful folds, merging into the broad glanced with apprehension at the sun now 

_ pike in the cove far below. Apparently an hour high, and spat viciously. What 
satisfied, he rose, stretching his six feet if Dad Long had given him a wrong tip? 
of bone and muscle, and breathed deep of But Dad wasn’t the man to make muis- 
the soft cool air. Pulling a twist of nat- takes. 
ural-leaf from out his jean’s pocket, he bit “Wall, I jes cain’t see how I come fer — 
off a generous mouthful. to miss him,” he drawled to himself. : 

Toward the east the sun was just peep- “Comin’ back fer to git me sure, this 
ing over the wooded slope of Eagle Moun- time, war he? Wall, these here deputies . 
tain, converting dawn into day, shedding sure has narve; we uns has been moon- | 
its warm light over miles of lonely ranges shinin’ here-abouts long enough fer to oe 
and retinting the checkered green fields larn them there govmunt men that we : 
in the valley. Squirrels chattered busily means business. It’s us or them what a 
as they scampered in the tops of the scaly- will get it,’ and here he picked up his «©
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; a . fficer long squirrel gun, fondling it almost ten- melted into the trees, ane mS oo ad 

‘derly, “and we don’t miss, we don’t.” plunged from his saddle in h The 
Suddenly, from up above, the sound of and lay there, a huddled quiet let teri oo 

horse’s hoofs came to his ears. Quick as horse snorted in fear and ran ve vyode 
lightning, silent as death, the moun- on down the path to tell the little tragedy 
taineer was nestled behind his boulder, +o all who saw him. The man picked up 

waiting, merely waiting. His breath hig gun, and sauntered carelessly up the 
came fast, his small gleaming eye’ oad. Coming to the body, he poked it 
searched the bend in the road up above; ith his boot, and looked at the pale up- 
his face was set and hard. A snatch of turned face. 

dove ‘he heard as the ne “Turking “Wall, that’s done now; warn’t he a 
own e€ Wali, unawares 0 € . 929 neered. Then 

Death. There, he rounded the bend, gay Pretty boy though?” he 4 h ded 
and happy as the day. The man acted. turning his steps upward, Ae speede 
quickly and surely. A sharp report home to breakfast, his day’s work already 
echoed through the hills, a puff of smoke done. 

ON THE UPPER CAMPUS 

L. M. N. 

_ Here in the soft light and the fragrance-laden air, 

Where the muffled rustling of the half spread leaves, 

And the talk and laughter of the strolling men and maidens, 

Arl the music and th’ applause coming from the concert hall— 

The clang of engine bells, the warning of the tower clock, 

And beyond the varied noises of the city soon to sleep, 

Make the medley music of the night, is one, 

Who, in his goings in and out among his fellows, 

Bore with excellence such larger parts 

As men at times are called upon to bear. 

Glad this piece of Earth where scene like this, 

Is graced with the presence of a man like this ; 

The story of whose deeds is fixed upon a people’s annals, 

Even as the bronse upon its marble base. 

And from that life, we think, those high virtues 

Willed by God to man will ever be reflected, 

As now the light of this May moon, 

Which shines upon that brow and breast 

And meets the admiring eye in steady gleam.
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DOWN THE CHAGRES RIVER FROM GATUN 
TO THE ATLANTIC 

E. Dow Gilman 
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Gye HE water upon which ships Gatun Lake. The surplus water from this 
A are soon to cross the Isth- lake reaches the Atlantic Ocean by flowing 
Ge i ¢ mus of Panama, eighty- over a spillway in the dam, and through 
Wino gs) seven feet above sea level, the spillway channel, finally pouring into 
awe ey is chiefly the effluent of the old bed of the Chagres River. It then 
RA eS} the Chagres River. Thisis leaves the line of the canal, runs out of 

| : backed up at the Atlantic the Canal Zone away from the scenes of 
side by the Gatun Dam, six miles from great modern activity, and passes through 
the ocean, forming what is known as land as wild teday as it has been for
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centuries. It discharges into the sea at a venturers carried out their projects. The 
- point which was a center of activity many fort is the most inaccessible and conse- 

years ago, but which is now entirely de- quently the least visited remains of his- 
serted. - torical interest in this country. Few 

At the time of the downfall of Porto Americans working on the Canal under- 
Bello, the Governor of Panama, in aston- take the hard trip, and it is left out of 
ishment that a small party of four hun- the itinerary of visiting parties who often 
dred men were able to capture such a well go to Porto Bello or Old Panama. 
protected city, sent a messenger to Henri There are two ways to reach the ruins, 
Morgan, the buccaneer, to ask him for a one, from Colon by the ocean around Toro 
sample of the arms with which he had Point and up the coast; a trip which is 
taken the city. Morgan treated the mes- rough and dangerous. The coast is rocky 
senger with civility and kindness, and sent and the water shallow, making it necessary 
him back with a small pistol and a few for boats to go far out to sea. The other, 
bullets. He desired the Governor to ac- way is from Gatun down the Chagres. 
cept that slender pattern of the arms with The old bed of the Chagres River at one 
which he had taken Porto Bello, and to time ran close to the village of Gatun; 
keep them for twelve months, after which but the construction of the dam and spill- 
time he would come to Panama to get way has made it necessary to move the 
them. The Governor at once sent the river nearly two miles, and it is impossi- 
envoy back to tell Morgan not to waste his ble to portage a launch from the level of 
energy in making the hard trip acrcss the the lake to that of the river. 
Isthmus, for assuredly the reception at Early one beautiful Sunday morning. 
Panama would be vastly different from (Chatfield, an engineer in the Atlantic 
that which he had received at Porto Bello. Division, Burrel, an erecting engineer, 

‘True to his threat Morgan, two years and I, left Gatun in an Old Town 
later, flushed with rich gains in the islands canoe, the only American canoe upon 
of the West Indies, with forces augmented the Isthmus at that time, I believe. We 
by several hundred men, made prepara- started from the American slip for un- tions to cross the Isthmus and sack the loading sand and rock, passed into the 
city. His plans were laid with the great- old Franch Canal, and crossed the large 
est care. To secure a base of supplies and bay formed by hydraulic dredging for 
to protect his line of retreat,hedetermined the dam. The surface of the bay was 
first to attack the Spanish fort “San covered with thick black grease, waste Lorenzo” and leave a force there as a from the dredges. The rays of the sun reserve. were reflected in all the colors of the rain- This fort was situated at the mouth of bow, in many shapes and curves. Beauti- the Chagres River which flows into the ful as it was to look upon, it was horrible Atlantic Ocean twelve miles west of Colon, stuff to get upon the canoe and paddles, - that river which has become famous in and it stuck like tar. At the farther side the last few years through discussions of the bay we unloaded the canoe and relative to the Gatun Lake, Gatun Dam, made a portage of several hundred yeards . sea level or lock canal schemes. In the across the fill which separates the water early days it provided a means of water in the spillway channel from that in the transportation at certain times of the year French Canal. Once in this channel we 
as far as Cruces, about twenty miles in- were soon in the old bed of the Chagres. Jand. Fort San Lorenzo, or Fort Lorenzo The passage down the river, which is 
as it is commonly called in the Canal Zone, forty or fifty feet wide, opened up ina 
is one of the most interesting ruins wonderful manner the interior of the wild of Panama. The massive, high, Per- tropical jungle. A dense growth of bam- pendicular walls, dropping to and dis- hoo and shrubbery, and tall stately palms 
appearing in the dashing waves beneath, thickly hung with vines, closed us in be- stand as a monument to the persistence tween two walls, many times affording also and thoroughness with which the early ad- a partial roof overhead. There are seventy
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varieties of palms in this country, ranging all of the larger animals have been driven 
from the delicate tracery of the fan leaf from the Canal Zone by the continual 
to the grace and stateliness of the royal blasting. Deer and wild boar remain, af- palm trees, and the more awkward cocoa-  fording sport for the huntsman. We saw 
nut trees. The river banks were lined with many small monkeys swinging from tree 
a great number of the different varieties. to tree, and several iguanas shot across 
We came at times to places where the the river ahead of us. These lizards had 
vegetation and undergrowth were less a saw-tooth back, a long tail, and with | dense, and here we saw picturesque wild their webbed feet appeared to run upon the 7 banana and papaya trees. Birds with surface of the water. At intervals we 
feathers of the richest hues flew around passed small clearings in which were rude 
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Town of Chagres 

and above our heads. Flowers of the most huts built of bamboo poles plastered with 
gorgeous coloring added harmony to the mud and thatched with palm leaves. 
rich green of the river’s banks. The Around these huts loitered the native 
tropical flowers spend all their energy in families in varying stages of nudeness, 
producing color and have no fragrance, ranging from nakedness on the part of nor do they live long after they are the children to as few clothes as possible 
plucked. on the adults. At one such hut we 

Upon the limbs of tall dead trees vast stopped to obtain bananas and pineapples, fortunes were exhibited to our sight in and to climb a big cocoanut tree for a the priceless and beautiful orchids, the drink of the milk. The drink from the 
frailty and difficulty of transportation of barely ripened cocoanut, freshly picked, is 
which make them so extremely valuable in delicious and refreshing. If picked at the the north. Occasionally we passed stretches right stage of greenness there is little 
of land where the undergrowth disap- within except the milk, any meat which 
peared entirely, and from the tall cocoanut has formed being quite gelatinous. At 
palm trees long slender vines hung down places we found rose apple trees bending to meet the beautiful cactus growing from _ over the river with the weight of the fruit. the bare black ground beneath. Nearly We picked many of the small pink and
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| yellow apples and became nearly sick with circle upon the second as a dlameter, en- 

the nauseating taste of the great number closing a half-moon battery. The big guns 
‘which we ate. The taste was much like lying in the grass pointed inland, com- 
that of rose petals, whence the apples de-  manding all directions like the ribs of a 

_ Tive their name. fan. Across the moat in the rear of this 
| _ As we rounded a sharp point, the river outer post, the arched bridge approached 

widened, and ahead of us was the ocean; toward the main wall upon which we 
at our left was a long, low, level beach of stood. In the top of the tower were still 
sand, back of which were dense groves of to be seen old wrought iroh pulleys, over 
cocoanut palms; and at our right was a which at one time chains operated the 
high hill covered with trees and shrubs. draw-bridge. An accompanying photo- 

. At the base of the hill lay. the little town graph, taken from the bottom of the moat, 
of Chagres, where we landed. The town shows the bridge and tower. 
consisted of twenty-five or thirty bamboo The interior of the fort is a mass of 
houses arranged in even rows. The church, unkept ruins, overgrown with brush, weeds 
as in all native towns the only substantial and vines. Remains of large stone build- 
building, was a frame structure of barn- ings, deep wells, dungeons, magazines, 
like appearance with a high, square tower. and buildings whose use could only be 
Few people were moving about. The gen- left to the imagination, were scattered 
eral appearance of the town typified the about the court. As we walked through 
characteristics of the natives. Being the dense vegetation we stumbled over 
mentally lazy these people exhibit signs of cannon, cannon balls, and iron instruments 
physical laziness. It is significant that and utensils of all shapes, lying just as they 
the laborers employed by the Isthmian were left two hundred and fifty years ago. 
Canal Commission are not natives of Entering the dungeons we found ourselves 
Panama. — in a low, round-ceiled corridor. From 

After eating the lunch which we had each side at regular intervals opened nar- 
brought with us, we ascended the slope row low doors into musty rooms which at 
beyond the town, the land approach to first appeared perfectly black. After 
Fort Lorenzo. At two points we passed waiting some time for our eyes to be- 
piles of crumbling rocks all that remained come accustomed to the dim light entering 

- of the old outposts., When we reached the from tiny slits near the ceiling, we saw 
ruins of the outer palisades we found our- instruments scattered about the floor 
selves at the edge of a deep ditch or dried which were horribly suggestive. Long 
moat, which we crossed with difficulty by pinchers, twisted pointed pieces of iron 
way of a rough path. At the edge of the like corkscrews, clamps, tongs, racks, and 
opposite side we stumbled over a large many other curiously contrived appliances 
cannon pointing over the ditch, and on appealed to our imaginations. Shackles 
each side of it were others. A few steps made of two pieces of heavy wrought iron, 
brought us to the edge of another moat each bent in half-circles at two different about forty feet wide into which we de- places, and clamped together with huge 
scended. The bottom was rough and bolts, were fastened by chains to the thickly grown with weeds. The sides walls. 
showed remains of masonry work. At one Leaving the dungeons we passed 
point an arched bridge crossed to within through the ruins and dilapidated build- 
fifteen feet of the farther wall, upon ings toward the point overlooking the sea. which, opposite to the bridge, stood a Here and there, in the wild, tangled 
square tower. We climbed upon the op- growth, we saw orderly pyramids of cast- posite side and looking back discovered iron cannon balls, piled by hands that the nature of the fortification through have been dust for several centuries. We which we had just passed. The rear ap- tramped over ground and masonry floors proach to the fort was protected by a that echoed and resounded hollow under double moat. The outer, the first into our footsteps, and patiently wandered and which we had gone, curved in a semi- struggled through the tangle, vainly try-
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At the mouth of the Chagres 

ing to find the entrance to the lower grounds: flower beds laid out in even 
chambers which we knew must exist. We rows; grass plots kept ‘green and fresh 
climbed the wide stone steps leading to the with constant care; and even fallen stones 
parapet at the extreme point of land pro- picked up and neatly piled in a corner. 
jecting into the sea. Here we were fascin- At each of these places the image of the 
ated with the spectacle before our eyes. desolate ruins of Fort Lorenzo, standing 
The dizzy height enlarged the horizon of in the hot and blazing sun of the tropics, 
the ocean before us. At our left the low, came to mind. Is it surprising that one 
sandy beach extended for miles in a long, becomes infused with the desire to spend 
smooth curve, finally winding over the months in searching, digging, reconstruct- 
horizon. Below, a sheer drop of several ing, and learning about the people who 
hundred feet, huge rocks met and broke built and defended this place? 
the swells from the ocean, dashing the On the Island of St. Catherine in 1670 
water in a powerful spray far into the air. Morgan layed his plans for the attack 
The perpendicular wall, faced with upon the city of Panama. To this end he 
masonry half way down, caused us to sent four hundred men under Captain 

. think with a shudder of the defenders Brodely to capture Fort Lorenzo, or as it 
who threw themselves from this height was called by the English pirates “Castle 
rather than submit to the uncertain mercy of Chagre.” At the end: of three days the 
of Morgan. In the whole broad scope of party landed at a small harbor a league 
our vision there was not an indication of east of the castle, and marched along the 
present life. The ocean was a desolate, shore to attack from the land side. So 
dreary “expanse, The ruins in their difficult was their passage that it took 
deserted state, an indication of former them nearly three-quarters of a day to 
life and activity, emphasized the present reach the castle, during which time they 
loneliness of the place. lost many men by the cannon from the 

Standing amid the ruins of Warwick fort, and were ready to give up but for the 
castle, Kennilworth, Stirling, and other fear of the wrath of Morgan. In despera- 
places famous in English history, I have tion the pirates advanced with swords and 
noted the immaculate appearance of the  fire-balls, and tried to burn the pales be-
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fore the walls, for they despaired of Chagres. As we approached we, shore we 
climbing them. While they were about met a woman carrying a dog in her rh, 
thas, one of the pirates received an arrow The dog’s hind legs had been bitten off by 

-in his back, piercing clear through his something in the bay. Burrel talked to 
body. With great valor he pulled out the her in Spanish and learned that the wo- 
arrow, wound it with a bit of cotton, and man had been fishing in the bay, the dog 
putting it into his gun, shot it back into in the boat with her, when suddenly he 
the fort. The cotton kindled by the had jumped overboard, and before she 
powder caused several palm-thatched could get him this horrible accident had 
houses within the castle to take fire, which occurred. This little incident rather took 
the Spaniards did not notice until the fire away our interest in swimming, but the 
had gained great headway, and had caused beach was irresistable, and we had a splen- 
a large store of powder to blow up. Dur- did bath in water greatly diluted by the 
ing the excitement of the Spaniards the river water, and less painful to the eyes 
English pirates set fire to the palisades. than is the stronger salt water. 
Many breaches were made and great On the way up the river to Gatun we 
heaps of earth fell into the ditch. By were overtaken by a launch filled with a 
morning the advance post, the half-moon party of American hunters, many of whom 
battery as I have termed it, was fully ex- were in a happy Sunday afternoon state. 
posed to the fire of the pirates, and. its They kindly threw us a rope and we went 
defenders retired across the drawbridge madly up the river, trying hard to avoid 
into the castle. About noon of the second the debris from the work on the Spillway. 
day the English had gained a breach After our portage into the French Canal 
through which they forced and fought and paddle to the American slip, we had 
their way against the muskets, pikes, another splendid swim, under the massive 
stones, and swords of a company of Span- cranes used for unloading sand and ce- 
iards led by the Governor himself; and ment. Among the tugs, barges, docks 
thus they gained the castle. Many of the and cranes, we swam far up the slip. Our 
surviving Spaniards cast themselves over vision was limited by the great storage 
the precipice at the end of the point and piles of crushed rock which had been 
were killed upon the rccks beneath. Of brought from Porto Bello, by the huge 
three hundred and fourteen men who de- concrete mixers, and the high cableways 
fended the castle only thirty were found overhanging the locks. Within the course 
alive, and these were badly wounded. of a few hours we had passed from an at- With the intention of having a swim mosphere of. daring valor to one of daring upon the beautiful beach on the other side enterprise; from a center of life and bat- of the river, we hastily retraced our steps tle long ago, to the center and nucleus of and descended to the little village of life and activity in the Panama of today. 

THE SHEPHERD’S PRAYER 

Roger D. Wolcott 
God of the Mountains, mighty Lord, supreme 
O’er pinnacles and spires and snow-crowned domes, 
Nature’s cathedrals, Earth’s dread dungeon-keeps, 
Hewn by the hand of Time in ages gone— 
God of the Mountains, hearken from thy throne! 
Bend down thy hoary head from out the clouds 
And hearken to a shepherd’s simple plea. 
Grant me thy calm, thy quiet changeless face, 
That here below amongst the betly round 
I may be ever steadfast, strong, serene, 

: Like unto thee, oh blessed Deity — 
Whom Storm and Tempest rail against in vain; 
Omnipotent in Power, Eternal Calm!
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THE TRACK TEAM 

Chas. R. Roter 

« Yi fealne T IS an unfortunate cir- Since the team began practice at Camp 
Zs J) cumstance that, in the de- Randall, however, marked progress has 
Es I kd velopment of a winning been made, and in the two weeks which 
5G ore a) _ track team, Wisconsin has __ still remain there is great opportunity for 
age Ord always been materially the development of many point winners. 
Ree} handicapped by the unfa- There is an abundance of new material, 

vorable climatic condi- which with the men of last year’s team, . 
tions which invariably attend the late de- who have reported again this season, af- oo 

parture of a northern winter. For at a fords an excellent basis for a squad which 
time when other teams, representing col- may well be a contender for conference 
leges located in warmer climates are al- honors. 
ready well advanced upon their season of In the dashes, Tormey, Bauman and a 

outdoor practice, Wisconsin teams are al- number of other candidates show capacity 
most always compelled to remain within for the winning of points. At the indoor 

doors impatiently awaiting the coming of meet, held on March 23, both showed . 

weather favorable to work in the open. wonderful flashes of speed, and with the 

Never has this been more true than this necessary practice in the open may be ex- 

year, for it was not until long after the pected to do well in intercollegiate compe- 

teams of almost every college represented tition. In the distance events have shown . 

in the conference were already in the field, that they may be expected to give geod 
that the Badgers were permitted to leave account of themselves after a season of 

the shelter of the gym annex for work in training out of doors, while the work of 

the open at Camp Randall. Even now, the relay team at the Drake meet gives 

with the first dual meet scarcely two promise of an excellent showing in that 

weeks distant, weather conditions have event. In the Drake four mile relay, the 

been anything but favorable to the satis- only event in which the Badgers were en- 

factory development of the team, and the tered, Captain Cleveland and his team 

candidates for the various events have succeeded in winning over a fast field in 

been working under conditions which has 18:4626 seconds, thus establishing a new 

rendered a clear estimate of their ability university record in the event. Wisconsin 

almost impessible. also received individual honors in the 
Even with a squad larger than that of work of Captain Cleveland. 

other years, in which an abundance of Among a number of candidates, John- 

promising material exists, it is impossible son, Ganyon and Benet are working well 

to form a definite estimate of the season’s in the hurdles and with the development 

prospects. All through the winter, the which they will acquire with outdoor prac- 

candidates for the dashes and distance tice should do well in competition. 

events have been training steadily at the The middle distance events have thus 

gymnasium with results most encourag- far proved to be a source of speculation. ne 

ing. But while the annex affords excel- In the quarter and half mile runs, the | 

lent opportunity for the devolopment of Badgers have so far suffered from a lack 

men entered for the track events, effective of available material, but Illinois or any 

work in the hammer, discus and broad other opponent will be forced to work well 

jump cannot be done except in the open, to wrest the mile and two mile events a 

and until decided by actual competition, from the Badgers who will be entered in 

these events promise to remain practically those races.. | a 
an unknown quantity. oo In the high jump, the Badgers have
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shown excellent form, and this event door conference at Evanston was Oe 
promises to be one of the best in point of tive of many surprises, and ° 18 Ohi Ing 
Badger strength. Among other candi- tribute to the Badger team, that C iia ot 
dates, Wahl, Wiskocil and Klotsch have despairing in the light of the resu Wan 

_ been doing excellent work, and this event that meet, of an easy victory over the Wis- 
should easily be a point winner for Wis- consin team should seek to cancel the date 
consin. arranged. However, in Ilinois and Min- 

Mercer and Gold are again working in nesota, Wisconsin has two opponents, a 
the pole vault after their retirement fol- victory over whom would end the season 
lowing the indoor conference meet at with all wishes for success satisfied. Both 
Evanston, and may be entered in the teams are reputed to be exceptionally 
meets of the season. If readmitted to the strong and Coach Wilson is making every 
team, they should round into form which effort to bring the team into shape to 
will add points to the Badger score. meet them. 

. The loss of Pierce and Van Gent in the Handicapped as the team has been by 
weight events was a severe blow to the unfavorable weather conditions, scholastic 
team. Both men, who are out of the com- ineligibility, and physical disability, the 
petition this vear on account of ineligi- outcome of the season still remains a mere 
bility could have been counted upon for matter of conjecture. Even a month after 
many poimts both in the hammer and the beginning of spring practice, the 
shot. Buser and Tandberg are doing well weather has still been so cold that effective 
in these events, and with the consistent work has been almost out of the question, 
practice which they are now undergoing and a definite estimate of the team and its 
may be expected to render a satisfactory success is impossible. But Captain Cleve- 
account of themselves in competition. h land and his squad, under the efficient su- Beside the annual conference meet, the pervision of Coach Wilson, are working 
Badger season will include two dual ; 
meets, dates having been scheduled with faithfully, and they may be depended Illinois and Minnesota. The meet ar- Upon, in spite of all unfavorable condi- ranged with Chicago still stands in doubt, tions, to give good account of themselves as Chicago has shown a desire to evade a and to be worthy contenders for confer- 
meeting with the Badger squad. The in- ence honors. 

- MONUMENTS OF GOD 

Not in the cities with their toil and grind, 
Or in the crowds where human sufferings abound, 

But in the open, quiet countryside 
There can true monuments of God be found. 

For tis the country that doth praise him most— 
The country with its wealth of light and air—- 

Where nature, by her various moods 
Tells, best, of Him who placed her there. 

Where brooks, in voices full of faith and trust 
Tell of the good which ’tis their mission to perform, Where woods, in evening anthems whispered low Give thanks for safeguard gainst the world’s great storm. 

And o’er the streams, the hills, the fields, and all Looks down the great expanse of heaven—clear and blue, And sends down answers to the rising calls 
Which are like benedictions—calm and true.
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FUSSERS AND OTHERS 

Sidney H. Small 

seg HEN the snow melts, and We are now in front of that retreat of 
Se we remember that a mack- third degree fussers, the spoonholder. As 
HR W yj) inaw is rather warm, the is was empty we occupied ourselves with 
ip fj whole college divides into sketching it together with Prexy’s boat- 
Cees two parts; fussers and oth- house. Before we left it was filled up, 
a ers. The fussers look up but we couldn’t change a good drawing 

their spring catalogues— just for the sake of veracity. The spoon- 
not that they really need it but because 
they must not slip up, you know. The = \ ; 
female of the species finds new and glori- Ff f ; 
ous plumage, the male finds a red and See \ = 

green necktie, and they are off. The oth- € 2 lhe \ \ ; 
ers you all know. Part of them get up at j I : % SF a EN 

about five in the morning and decorate | A? | te 
the lower campus. The rest of them wait F il ai came CAR War Pe 
until the library opens and then they are f} |) *e k ASA ge om i 
lost to sight. They are swallowed up in f. \ a SF | 
the hallowed gloom of the book-lined ii | it i] | of | 

rooms. We leave them their books, and | egemaammmme —— a \ipee —~ S| 
also leave them there. The gloom is, ce | RSs = An] uN | 
however, broken occasionally by “Oh, that aS fies oe, ems 
darn topic, if I—Why, hello Jack, cc i oe 
but I am glad to see you—say are you ‘ | \% | 
going to the dance tomorrow”—and so on, : Beas " 
ad infinitum, and from the worker's [Ee geeescecMee sees teh: So) cepa ta teemet on 4 
standpoint, ad nauseam. i 3 ssh os Sica Pag | 

Now we have got to track the wild pe af lc 
fusser and the fusserine to their lairs. a alesis een tdi ee 
We are well armed with pencil and draw- ae tt re = 
ing paper, and carry a box of chocolates |Piggiilie™ = = © ie = 
in case we are caught. We go down to f= —~— é i. she 
the lake and pull out a canoe, throw in (Se ag ae = me 
the munitions of war, and are off. Some PO ee ¥ : = 
one suggested that if we weren’t we — we Se 
wouldn’t write this rubbish. Teck i SER & Geek 

No sooner started than ve saw a pro ? CER 
pective captive on the port bow, north by A Familiar Haunt 
northeast. The fusser was of the two by 
four type, and parted his hair in the mid- holder is generally used as a place of ex- 
dle. The fussee was slender and had a_ hibition when you have a good looking 

mop of golden-brown hair. She wore a_ girl. In the moonlight, when no one ex- 
sailor suit, and the tie was all awry in cept someone looking for Badger pictures 
the warm wind. T had just commenced is around, it is—you know. You have 

to get her when she noticed us, and the been there yourself. g 
fusser with her called out, “whatcher- Sheering off we proceeded up the drive. 

| doin’” We didn’t answer, and he com- It was well populated. We loafed 
Menced to paddle our way. We left. around doing nothing in general until it 

} 

F : 
;
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got dark. We were close to shore and came back we felt like outcasts. The 
they couldn’t see us. What we got speaks next time we understake an article on 
for itself. All along the shore there were fussing the management is going to have 
strange dark shadows and stranger whis- to furnish a Harrison Fisher model. 
perings. When we turned for home we The fusser is a much-ridiculed creat- 

heard a little noise in front of us and ure, but we are all fussers anyway. When 
: stopped paddling. The noise became a_ we give a skyrocket in our roughneck way 

for the “Fusser,” we envy him, especially 
____-—s_—s=—CCCif the girl with him happens to be THE 

[aeoes eee Ce ia ee ae girl. 

Labeler ananss Sc amen ee os There is just one more kind of fusser, 

E ee | outside of the common dance variety, that | 
eee @ === + is worth mentioning. That is the class. 
| Se ee ee | room fusser. One type of him sits next to 
ee ete emma |g good-looking co-ed of his acquaintance 
eet Ger ee and occupies half of the prof’s time and ; ee 

all of hers, The second type sits in back 
area eum | of her. He gazes adoringly at the back of 

J . her neck, cribs for her when she has to 
: e recite, and suffers from acute puppylove- 

| ee | itis. I had it bad once. The other imi- 
Se ee ee ee *| tation artist refuses to give any statement 

| ectaewer ie ee eee to the press, but as he is an agric that is 
Ha Rw Se eee | = what we would expect. 

tS Ve | arenes rer oar es Why not? When the poet gets out his 
PP ye yo es} «pad and tells us of the “pale moon” and 
ae ii wants of the “purple and _ silver lake”—why 
hd ba ny Ge §=not? Even the seemingly impervious en- 

gineer likes it. It is the right place, and 
ee me CA even a dub can think of things to say 

3 : when he hears the wood-things prompting 
him. 

canoe, a fusser, a girl. The noise—she Once I was talking to an old grad. I 
was pretty and we envied him. We were asked him what he had enjoyed best at 
afraid to stay and sketch them for two Wisconsin. He answered that it was the 
reasons; first, he might act nasty, and lake on a moonlight night. But he is 
second, the editor might not print it. prejudiced. Ask his wife why. 
Such is the way of the artist. “Lar poor He says that the lake atmosphere is 
lar’ is all right, but “Lar poor coin” is catching. We would like to catch it, but better. That philosophy doesn’t mean what would we do with it after we got anything but it sounds good. The drive it? Next time, if some one will serve as was, as I said before, crowded. As we model, perhaps we will. 
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THE LOVE AFFAIR OF AN EDUCATED 
CHUMP 

C. F. G. Wernicke. Jr. 

WS ees OR such a hopeless propo- in love deeper than the Romiest Romeo 
A fy} sition Bugs Reynolds has that ever Julietted, and tonight I am 
Gp EF yi done pretty well around going to dive for bottom and tell her. If 
i — sh college. He wasn’t a 1 fetch up mud it will please the old man 
IS) whirlwind by any means, and bills will quit coming in. If I get 
ee) but he had done some doubloons and pieces of eight, I’ll be 

things, glee club, football pleased and it will break the aforemen- 
and all that sort of thing, and there were tioned supplier of my necessities. Here 
a whole lot of fellows who were mighty is the way I am going at it. None of the 
glad to say, “Hello Bugs,” to him on the rough stuff, just good clear grain all 
Hill. But all this has nothing to do with through and no slivers. If we go walking 
what I started out to tell. This is the it will be too hard for me to crack and 
way the business went: Pll have to postpone action. If it is in 

. Bugs sat himself down one evening on the house, I’ll do it thus: “Ethel, I 
+ the porch looking out over the lake, where have——” ‘Wait, we must be standing up 

the stars were mirrored in its soft wind- because if she accepts how can I—none 
stirred bosom. Their tipsy reflections of your darned business. Quit your grin- 
put him in a pensive mood and he thought ning. T’ll lead her over to the window, | 
things all out, and pretty well, too, for a where the light will be at my back and 
chump. Bugs sure was a chump for he she can’t see my face tremble, and look 
could get himself into more trouble, and into her eyes. Then Ill say, “Hthel, I 
out again, than any fellow on the campus. have——” First I must lead: up to it, 
He went at his musing as thus: musi’t I? How’s this: “Ethel, ever 
“Am I in love? Ten to one it comes since I first saw you standing——’ Oh, 

up heads. I win and I’m crazy, head over I’ve read that somewhere. I can’t do it 
heels, so deep that the bubbles get out of that way. Here is the way, over that like 
sight before they reach the top. A year a tent. Listen Ethel, I have fallen in 

ago my idea of nothing to do was to go to love with you. Do you—do you care 
the phone and call up a girl who was enough for me to become engaged to me? 
fussed to tears five nights and six after- That’s it, and the two do you’s will make 
noons a week, blase as a tomato vine in it look like I am nervous. “Listen, Ethel, 
November and wise as a fraternity bull- I have fallen in love with you. Do you— 
pup, and ask her to bore herself for two do you care enough for me to become en- 
hours boring me. Now, by Gad, I fall gaged to me?” Now if she says No, 

. for it like a Tipe persimmon.” just plain “No,” T’ll say, “Why? and it 
Bugs mused aloud because he was used won’t be hard work pulling put of it. , 

to talking and liked to hear it. It didn’t But she won’t say just “No.” Ivil be 
make any difference when his roommate, some of this I’ll-be-a-sister-to-you conver- 
I, came on the porch and grafted the sation. Ethel would probably say, It 
makin’s, He kept right on with his mus- isn’t that 1 don’t like you, Bugs. I do, 
ing and even let his cigarette go out, for- but I am not in love with you. You un- 

gotten, he got so interested in himself. derstand, don’t you?” Hither that or she 
He went on: “Here’s the dope. Iam will just shake her head and feel sorry
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for me with her eyes. Still she may say Bugs for keeping her waiting, for things 
she doesn’t know and—Oh hang it all it in general, and for being slow about tak- 
is eight o’clock. Say this is the first time ing hints about—well, the very thing that 
I ever wished I didn’t have to go over he was wishing she would hint about. 

- until later. How will I fill in the time It’s a funny thing I have noticed, that 
until I pop? And Bugs was gone, mur- when a fellow is in love hekeeps looking 
muring, “Listen, Ethel, I have fallen in for signs, and then when he gets them is 
love with you. Do you—do you care afraid to give them any but the most dis. 
enough for me to become engaged to me?” couraging interpretation. 
The last thing I heard was, “If she says Anyway Ethel meant to punish Bugs, 
she'll be a sister to me, I’lI——” and the so she led him firmly into the dining room 
front door slammed. where six other couples were fussing’ and 

Now being the roommate J got all this where the clock which strikes ten, the time 
straight off the griddle, hot and a little for all sorority fussers to go home, is situ- 
doughy in the middle. The rest of the ated. And then she launched out with a 

~ dope I got second hand and had to use detailed account of the good time she had 
my weed-choked imagination to fill in the had at the Orpheum with another fellow, 
corners and being an agric that is not so and casually added that “the show wasn’t 
easy. a very good one—just the usual thing, 

When Bugs got over there after walk- you know.” 
ing past half a dozen times, Ethel was sit- And Bugs smiled a feebly happy smile, 
ting upstairs all dressed and overpow- and wanted to hit her, mentally vowed to 

' dered (because she had done it three keep the other fellow out of Skull and 
times to pass the interval between seven- Snakes, and resolved to also have had a 
thirty and the door bell). It rang! She good time at a fictitious call on a fictitious 
jumped up to answer it and then sat down girl whom he just remembered. This he 
again, to let him wait five minutes for the did immediately. And so the time went 
sake of discipline. Then she spent an- until nine o’clock, each getting madder at 
other five minutes taking off the surplus the other, and themselves, and at the sit- 
powder which she noticed in her “last uation, when Ethel—well it is always the 
look” in the glass. girl that gets gracious and patches things 

When at last she came down, Bugs was up. Then with a sudden heart-swelling 
being made miserable by a couple of “the wave of fright Bugs recalled his duty. . He 
girls” who regaled him with the number must propese. But she was raving sweet- 
of other dates Ethel had had that week ly on about nothing, and he found him- with other fellows. And they did it so self trying to answer a question he had 
skillfully, too; as skillfully as a black- not heard. He ventured an “I think so,” smith tuning a violin. But Bugs was too and it worked. 
busy passing it off carelessly in a don’t- “I think so, too,” she went on. “It give-a-darn way, to be artistically critical seems to me a man is the blindest thing of their technique. He did not trip over there is.” He looked at her suspiciously, 
the rug when Ethel came in. He had but she sailed on into the storm as if 
Fee scented the curl Neon away f and totally unconscious of the effect her words 
it. He shook hands with her, though, for “ye paving. poet Dues sweated miser- 
the first time in three months, and said “>” mg fumselt that if she woul over his shoulder to the other girls, only stop for a second, he would do it. 
“Goodnight.” Then he cursed under his But when she did stop, and with a most breath because they giggled. significant ending at that, and leaned to- 

Now it is my own private hunch that Ward him luringly, his mouth watered Ethel had been doing a little musing on With a cold fear and he gasped as he no- her own part, because she had a set look ticed that they were all alone. He wanted on her face which meant that she had to take her hand, but his was seized with reached a decision, and that was to punish a sudden paralysis and ague combined,
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which spread to his knees and tongue— complete imbecility, “B E 1 } y, “Bugs, I wonder wh: 
and then the clock chimed nine-thirty. Jack doesn’t propose to Mary, if he is 50 She was still leaning dangerously near, in love with her as you say. If I were a 
and looking pensively across at the wall man I shouldn’t be so afraid.” 
where the plaster was cracked. Her hand There was the hint. Bugs saw it and 
slipped carelessly down beside her, just recognized it. He took a long breath and 
touching his. The electric shock hit him, shut his eyes. “Ethel, you are in love 
and when he finally gained the courage to with me. I have become to be your sis- 
take her hand, she used it to brush back ter-—I mean you are engaged to be my 
a stray hair, and asked him why he was pin. No, no—doggone it all. Here’s my 
80 get » ‘How hollow hi book,” and he handed her his fraternity 

Ethel——— low hollow his voice pin. 
sounded? “Ethel, ever since I read it in It would not be delicate if I went any 
a book, I have become engaged——-” His further. Of course she hopped onto the 
eyes turned glassy. His mouth suddenly pin like a bug on a fresh potato plant. 
dried into a brown tasting dust. And Bugs got his nerve again. 
non vine was me ear srough Maybe he isn’t such a chump after all. 
te was BNNs. ae Had played nearly Some times I think he went at it right her last card, and here he was talking for sh . tty eirl. but , 

about books. But self-control ran in her “0” 82 Sure 1s some pretty girl, Dut, gee, 
family, and she tried once more. She ven the "me comes and I es in sores 
flung her ace. elieve me I am going to waltz up to the 

. “Bugs,” she murmured softly, leaning point like a man and take my medicine. 

closer until her shoulder pressed his ever I wonder if Mabel is in, now. Guess I’ll 
so lightly, but almost scaring him into call up and get a date for Friday. 

A SUGGESTED REVISION 

Arthur W. Hallam | 

SEE AIHE original intention, in is no more than natural that an election, 

x in the first organization of and apportionment of seats in the body, 
Vea 4 the Student Conference, which grows in strength and prominence 
O74 BN was to have it composed each year, should be made on a basis of 
SOD of the representative men true and equable division. In order to 
RP AS) of the university. To that obviate the difficulties of unequal size of 

end its representatives were states in the representation of the legis- 

made up of students most prominent in lative body the. United States constitution 
university activities. A development, provided two kinds of election, on sepa- 
however, through a number of years, has ate bases. Just such a contingency 

- been along the line of an effort to make arises in the university in the difference 
the conference more representative, not IM size of the various colleges. A plan 
through the channel of student activity, which would give equality to all colleges, 
but through popular election. The mem- as nearly as equality is given to the states, . 
bership, formerly all appointive, is now to would be the estabhshinent of a bicameral 

be made entirely elective. _ a y, With a basis of repr mn 
Since the main idea of the reorganiza- follows: . h 

tion is more thorough representative, it Do not permit the freshmen to have
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- any seats in the Conference at all. First the listing of the Student Directory for 
year men are not allowed on any varsity 1911, this would give Letters and Science 
team, are not elected to any staff, are not approximately ten, Commerce four, Law 

. represented on the Union board, and only three, Engineering nine, and Agriculture 
in rare cases are they allowed to hold po- eight, making a total of thirty-four. This 
sitions in any other activities. Recent would make a total representation of 
elections have shown that freshmen have forty-nine, which is about three less than 
no interest in the Conference elections, what the present Conference contains, and 
and seldom even know of the existence of ten or twelve more than it would contain 
the body. Foreigners in the United under the revision as it stands. _ 
States are never permitted to sit in any This revision makes no distinction as to 
legislature, or in the National congress class, and makes a representation that is 
during their first year of residence. much more equable than the present plan 

There remain about eighteen hundred of giving one hundred hill seniors six 
male students, divided into five colleges, representatives, as against three to two 
if one includes the school of commerce. hundred sophomores. In the eyes of the 
This should be a separate college because law a citizen who resided in the country 
it is larger than the law school, which is all his life has no more power than one 
considered individually more cf a unit who has been a citizen only one year or 
by itself than it is a part of the hill col- five years. This arrangement would 
lege. Eventually it will probably have a make a representation that represents, 
building of its own, and be entirely apart, which is apparently what the present Con- 
as distinct as any other. Graduate stu- ference is striving after. 
dents should not vote as a school, but in The aim of the Conference has been to 
their separate colleges, since there is little put the Student Court on an honorary 
more interest shown by them in their elec- basis, with the theory that men will strive 
tions than by the freshmen. A senate for it if it is highly thought of. Some 
could be made up of fifteen members, such plan ought to be adopted for the 
three to be chosen by ‘popular election Conference, if it is to be worthy of the 
from each of the five colleges, Letters and power which it has been gradually acquir- 
Science, Commerce, Law, Agriculture, ing through the years of its .existence. 
and Engineering. This would entitle each Another revision should be to change the 
college to a fair representation in one meeting place of the body from the presi- 
body, regardless of numbers. The senate dent’s office to some room in the Union. 
could be restricted in the same way that This would serve to encourage a fuller 
the United States Senate is restricted. attendance by members themselves, and 
Expediency would decide as to whether or would induce a greater inclination on the 
not this body would meet separately. part of the student body to watch their 

Representation in the other body should legislative body at work. If the univer- 
be made by colleges, one member to be sity is to secure a new Union building, by 
selected for every fifty students, or major all means a room should be arranged for 
fraction thereof. In this way represen- the sole purpose of acting as a meeting 
tation would increase automatically with place for the legislative body, provided 
an increase in enrollment, According to with agallery adequate for spectators. 

IN & P ee aN ~
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THE FAMOUS BASCOM “203” SIGNATURE 

Chester C. Wells 

CSy¥geieal SIGNATURE that might “The ‘Mighty °90’s’,”? he says, “and 
Yea Py readily have been written more particularly the male members, were 
[a A q as a scrawly “203” was especially known and recognized by the 
Eg BX one of the interesting faculty, for their loyalty to the univer- 
INR) characteristics of the late sity, and their strict compliance with all 
Re eS) President John Bascom. of its rules. However, this “203” issued 

: Martin J. Feeney, a mem- to me on the ninth day of February, 1887, 
ber of the “mighty class of 1890,” and at compels an admission on my part of one 
present a Milwaukee lawyer, recently violation during my college course of the 

ee eee ee 
Sih Cayo cen 2 cena io SU NUNES accra 

os Ms ae Fe 

The Bascom Signature 

i r. ing how care- ld ex! ‘ bearing the fam- rules of the faculty. Recalling 

ae cahod of oso the “J.B.” fully I observed all rules, I can only con- 

signature which has been most interest- ceive of violating the absent rule by some 

ingly regarded among the Cream City physical ailment, having been subject to 

alumni. Mr. Feeney’s excuse is repro- 4 weak and undeveloped physique. : 

duced herewith. : “As the result of a change of residence 

Today Mr. Feeney looks back with em- — ghout two months ago, I spent an evening 
barrassment at the offense, whatever it going over my box of university relics, 

was, that compelled him to go to the Jha] wish you to assure the readers of 
president for an excuse. It was in his the Wisconsin magazine who are ac- 

freshman year—the Inet of the a Ae. quainted with my college record, that I 
bency of President ee oe, a felt very much embarrassed to learn that 

oe hi during my course I at one time violated 
est and most distinguished men of his during my > 

times one of the faculty rules.
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| | Belle Fligelman | 
eye 3] HE “point system” which S. G. A. President..................15 
ee . - has recently been adopted Athletic Association President........12 

| Yn &} by the women of the uni- Castalia President ................. 7 
G Nt versity is a means by Pythia President .................. 7 

. aS MOY which the number of “out- Round Table President..............°% 
ZS) side activities” in which a Y. W. C. A President...............14 

: woman student may en- Glee Club President................ 6 
gage at any given time is limited. The Red Domino President.............. 6 
system was adopted for three reasons: Pan Helenic President. veteeee eee ees 5 
(1) to relieve the overburdened girl who Consumers’ League President........ 7 
by her own initiative has pushed forward Equal Suffrage President............ 9 . 
in her freshman or sophomore year and §. G. A. Secretary.................. 8 
having proved herself capable, has be- S. G. A. Treasurer.................. 8 
come the logical recipient of more duties §. G. A. Vice-President............. 8 
than her health will sustain; (2) to en- §. G. A. Board..................2.. 4 
able the various organizations to receive Standing Committee ............... 2 
the undivided attention which they could Badger Board ...........0.0e00000. 9 
not otherwise have; and (3) since office And Other Vice President........... 3 
holding in college “activities” is not an Any Other Secretary and Treasurer... 4 
end in itself, but rather a means of train. Y. W.C. A. Cabinet............. ... 6 
ing women to organize and to manage, rT. as . . 
the system has been adopted in order that No girl shall at any gwen tue carry a greater number of young women may ™ore than 20 points, so that if she were 
have a chance to develop that executive president of the Y. W. C. A., for instance, ability which should characterize the col- the other offices which she held would 
lege woman. have to be a combination that would not 

To this end a schedule was drawn up, exceed 6 points. 

te “number of Some esc tastes Mere membership in. an onganization shall represent, the number being reck- °F @0Y voluntary services, such as literary oned in accordance with the relative work or athletics, are not included in the 
amount of work entailed. The schedule, schedule. The enforcement of the system 
which is incomplete and merely tentative, will be in the hands of the Women’s Ju- but which serves for illustration, follows: diciary Committee. 

THE VISION 
Hildegarde Hagerman - 

I watched the glittering pagaentry of pride " Pass, gorgeous, down the stately avenue, 
When with it joined a phantom company 
That hid the brilliant concourse from my view, It was a crowd of children, wan and worn, 
Crushed by the weight of toil too early born. 

I heard the merry laughter of the throng 
Ring hard and heartless as the clink of glass— 
Their strident voices raised in careless song And ribald jest, the lagging time to pass, 
But soon far other voices filled my ears, 
Of those who cried for bread with falling tears.
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° THE DECISION 

Belle Fligelman 

Sa NE month to live! The ‘Truly it was magnanimou Pi great clock of eternity were’ saying. Shanimous, the people eA g seemed suddenly to have But the rut of Torren’s thoughts was We I slipped @ cog in its om- as of cast iron, and the big story of Wil- 
Se eee nous business of unrolling loughby’s death could not change it. To- 
—9< ime, and the end seemed night, as always, he started out by blam- 

suddenly to loom very ing himself for having become a reporter . _ near. So near, in fact that young Lorren in the first place, instead of swallowing felt as though he could put out his hand the silly pride that kept him from accept- 
and touch it. ing the money his father had earned in 

But he had no wish to hold it off. Wall street speculations. And then he 
Often in his comparatively short life the blamed the profession of honest journal- 
thought had come to him that a man ism which bound him to respect the con- 
whose heart threatened to give out at any fidences of the men he interviewed. He 
minute, was not of much use in the world, had thought the thing over so many times oe 
and often he had wondered why death did that he no longer seemed to feel its real- , 
not come and put an end to the suspense ity. It seemed to him now only a tortur- 
of waiting for it. But now everything ing, abstract problem which he must solve 
was changed. Life was suddenly teles- at once—and by himeelf. 

_ coped, and certainty brought with it the When he had been assigned to interview 
necessity of ending the struggle over Willoughby five months ago, about the big 
which Lorren had been dallying for near- deal which, according to rumor, was to 
ly five months. The consternation which be pulled off in the wheat market, he had 
faced him at the thought of the sudden jumped at the chance. Willoughby, the 
decision he must make, drove out all big wheat king, was an old friend of Lor- 
thoughts of mere death. Death would ren’s father, and perhaps an interview 
come as sweet relief and comfortable ob- with him would bring to light one or two 
livion after the tremendous strain of the points which had ‘been puzzling Lorren 
decision was over. ever since he had left his father and his 

Lorren paced the floor of his modest father’s money four years ago. 
little room and tried to think it over— And during the course of the interview, 
just as he had done hundreds of times in Willoughby, realizing that it was his old. 
the past five months. He had gone over friend’s son to whom he was talking, grew 
the thing so often that his thoughts had confidential and “let out” a monstrous 
become stereotyped—mechanical—andeven scheme by which in six months half a 
the all significant fact of Willoughby’s dozen Wall street men would be made rich 
recent death could not change them. enough by a single stroke to buy up half 

Willoughby had left for Hurope a week the state legislatures in the country, and 
ago, and only yesterday a cable had come stil) he money kings. It was going to be a telling of the terrible wreck and Willough- blow to hundreds of petty farmers who 

by’s horrible death encountered in trying would: be left homeless and starving by to save the life of a strange passenger. one mighty blow. 

all the nation was talking about the brav- "S51 what of it? In the great struggle 
dead, but he had. died a ‘elorious death. for existence, only the fittest can survive, 
Willoughby was a Croesus, but he had and the fittest are the men with master 

died saving the life of a penniless beggar. minds—men who can manage and con-
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trol—“and,” Lorren had added to him- Willoughby to respect his confidence, but 
self, “and grab.” he was under the spell of that magnetic 

It was a wonderful news story. It personality at the time. Yes, he must 
would not only be a scoop for “The Jour- give out the story. There was no question 
nal,” which would bring it national repu- about it. It would wreck Willoughby’s 
tation, but it was a brilliant opportunity life and the lives of a few other Wall 
to serve his country by exposing a fraud street men, but it would save hundreds of 
that would entail the lives of thousands, others perhaps, and would help to build 
and which would drag lower the standard up a national standard of industrial ~ 
of national industry. honor. . 

When young Lorren had risen to go, he But each time he made up his mind to 
had thanked Willoughby with profound expose the fraud, involuntarily he hesi- 
sincerity, but Willoughby suddenly cut tated. National honor, after all, meant 
short his enthusiasm to say, “In confi- the honor of a group of individuals, and 

, dence, Lorren—of course you understand how could a man who so far ignored honor 
that this must be in confidenee.” as to betray a confidence, ever hope to in- 

And Lorren had gasped. His great spire honor in others. He knew that the — 
_ story suddenly made worthless! He story should be published, yet could he 

remonstrated. He pled. He threatened. do it? 
Of course he understood that it would He had gone over the situation so often 
ruin Willoughby to have it get out. But in the last few months that he seemed to 
what was Willoughby’s ruin in compari- lose all perspective in the matter. It was 
son with the Thousands of lives that were now only an abstract problem made up 
to be ruined. Half a dozen Wall street of a contradiction of terms. It was the 
men would be ruined—a dozen, a score— honor of a professional man against the 
perhaps a hundred. Well, what of it? duty of a citizen—and the two facts which | 
They had had their show and it was time should have been in perfect harmony, 
to give the other fellow a chance. His clashed! 
duty as a citizen demanded that he should A hundred times Lorren had come to 
expose the crime. this stage in the struggle with his 

“Yes,” Willoughby had said, “your duty thoughts, and a hundred times he had 
as a citizen; but your honor as a news- stopped pacing the floor at this point, and 
paper man demands that you respect my had sat down at his table and tried to dis- 
confidence, and naturally a man of your miss the question by clicking off the next 
high principles puts the honor of his pro- morning’s news on his typewriter. 
fession far above his own little selfish in- But tonight he did not sit down. He 
terests as an individual citizen.” stood still instead and gazed acrcss the 

And then somehow (Lorren never knew yoom and out of the window into the 
just how or why) he gave Willoughby his darkening twilight. The matter must be 
word that his confidence should be re-  settled—and at once. Today the doctor 
erected. He the had doje ene Ba 2 had told him that his heart might last an- 
the spell of Will hbv’ f i " other month. Why, in another month the 

en eee A. Eo, RoWertul Pel big deal would be pulled «®! H a sonality wore off, Lorren began to see oO P ore was crime in the withholding of the “story.” coincidence on which he hz ot reckoned. 
There was nothing, he thought, for him to , But Willoughby was deaa. The people do but publish it. He began to see that in the world outside his little room were 
his honor to his profession was, after all, paying tribute to the magnanimity of his 
only an individual affair. It was not the last act. And now must he, Lorren, honor of his profession at all, as Willough- rudely interrupt the national eulogy of by had pointed out. It was his own the great man by exploiting the scheme 
honor, and surely he could sacrifice his that was to be worked next month by the - own honor when there was such a ghastly corporation of which Willoughby was a 
price to pay for silence. He had promised director. Surely it was taking an unfair
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advantage to betray the confidence of a hered the tie he wore, and now he noticed 
dead man. that it was somewhat awry, just as it had 

And yet—there were hundreds, perhaps been at the interview. He looked exactly 
thousands of homes to be saved—thou- the same, even to the pleasant smile on 
sands of little children to be clothed and the powerful face. 
fed. Lorren had another month to live. Lorren trembled violently. He had not 
Why should he not make his life count heard the door open. He had not heard 
for something after all? He would doit! it shut after Willoughby had come in. 

- Yes—he had decided. He would write it As he stood staring, Willoughby smiled 
up now and send it in in the morning. faintly and said: “It’s all right, boy. Go 

He made a move toward his typewriter, ahead and publish the story before it’s too 
but suddenly he stopped. A cold perspir- late.” 
ation broke out in great beads on his fore- Lorren, suddenly overjoved, took a step 
head, and he became as pale as death. toward the man, and held out his hand; 
For as he turned toward his typewriter, but before it was grasped, he pitched face . 
there in front of the door stood Willough- forward on the floor. 
by, dressed in the same gray tweed suit 
he wore when Lorren had had his inter- “Heart failure,” said the coroner at the 
view with him. Lorren especially remem- inquest the next morning. 

THE COWARDS 

M. Wendell Lanman 

yeeros] AXTER street was thronged renewed gibberings in Yiddish, the whole 
eA »)) from end to end with a greasy throng shoving closer to spell out 
Vee ‘ chattering mob, crowding, the placard for themselves. Some passed 
Cr MH jostling one another to on, others speedily took their places, and 
aoe yf) read a simple black-lettered the high-strung mob quivered visibly as 

ees) proclamation. Near it old some tense fist raised itself high -in the 
Rabbi Erenstein, glasses air and called down curse after curse on 

shoved far down his greasy nose, labor- the blackest nation in the world. , 
iously and solemnly read to the strange From the flag-pole over Simon Kohn’s 
mass: butcher-shop—where only “kosher” meat | 

“PROCLAMATION! is sold—a flag was broken out, its red- 
Having declared war with Russia, on white-blue silken folds swaying slowly 

Monday, the twenty-five of December, in the fetid air. The door of Simon’s 

nineteen. hun?#ed and eleven, in the in- shop was flung open, and a tall gray- 

terest of th. .hts of the American peo- haired infantry-man stepped out with a | 

ple, and having decided that said people, big recruiting-office sign in his hands, 

rather than lose their inherent rights will tacked it up to his satisfaction, and came 

stand by the government. to attention by its side. Inside the shop- 

We, the members in Congress assem- keeper wrung his hands at the thought of 
bled, together with no pay save advertising for all of his 

The Cabinet and President trouble. Close by him a recruiting-ser- 

do eall for 500,000 volunteers for one geant awaited, peneil and paper realy. 

year to ship at once to Russia.” The mob began to edge away from the 

This was signed by the president. door slowly. From the | mide ° the 

When he had finished they broke into crowd a mother cried— Nein, Solomon,
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wenn you are gone, who will it support Liberty; one armed by great cannon and 
your liebe Mutter—Ach, Gott in Himmel, warships and forts and, aeroplanes, the 

- mein Sohn, mein Sohn!” None entered other with the blazing anger that could 
the door. High above in a tenement a and would not be stayed. All night this 
child wailed. fire burnt, and the First Avenue “J/? 

Out of the shop leaped a tall, black- roared over a seething ever-changing mob 
haired man with the eyes of a mystic and that roused at last, was ready. 
the figure of a warrior. With a sweeping Far out, by Riverside Drive, the At- 
gesture that swung over the whole horde lantic Squadron lay swinging with the 
he screamed, “Oh, my people! What! tide. The great Florida flashed light in 
Are the Jews cowards? It is your war, every part, for on her the officers of the 
that America so gloriously takes in her fleet were receiving instructions from the 
mighty hand! To arms! To arms! Let President. The other ships lay silent in 
the sons of Isaac and of Jacob stand to- the changing tide, only the torpedo boats 
gether once again as one people, one race, and destroyers swept back and forth un- 
one kind! Freedom calls! Black Russia ceasingly. High up the river a myriad 
answers! Lord God in heaven, Jews, call of lighters and launches bustled to and 
ye yourselves men, and stand ye here mo- from great dark transports, trying to 
tionless—how many lost fathers in Kish- move the dense black mob of regulars col- 
nev? Oh. Vater Selig, at last your son lected from the New York and Boston 

can call an eye for an eye, a tooth for a posts. Once a dark tug, flashing fire from 
ooth! Jehovah has decreed—war is war its smoke-stack, rushed down the river 

hi nie Jews, you Jews”—his voice Tose until the row of destroyers was reached, 
igher and shriller every second—“you then it veered suddenly to the left, slowed 

are no J ows, but cowards “god has ppc down, and, accompanied by two slim black 

Tn the name of your fathers who died coroyers, Pree “. 4 ne Nhe ae of — ° Y n Central Par e motley horde of 
ated . mood ona nothe on volunteers were being changed from un- 
the v ' e "6 d de motnernood, a kempt, greasy Jews to khaki-clad Ameri- 
Piet heneen od desecrated—Fight! can soldiers. Of the sixty-odd companies 

7 igh up in the tenement the child in sea atk: forty-two were composed 
entirely of Jews. They were strangely wailed again. silent. th, 

The spell held the rabble fast—then one to “fight, ‘to aie " They fonaht eck tor 
Fe parred ee cried loud, “Rachel glory—although had not Rabbi Erenstein 
father 1 my ’ wildeen now eat of fad at 2 enovah welcomed the freer of 

ther, —now, , e downtrodden and oppressed—but be- 

this withered od rant vey accept cause the blood of their martyred fathers ry s nie aes ar ” t-shop. s meee “oe and mothers demanded it. They had seen 
crowd the youngster Pain ried “Ten great Cossacks wade through slimy pools 

auch,” and his mother answered—“Mein ° ‘ood a, me ate, Bather might 
Sohn, Mein Sohn, O lieber Gott, er ist Slanahte d that nae ee ramilies der Letzte!” The lad tore throw iaht onjoy a Raman hori feundred 
crowd, and stood panting by th ie meet Tee oman holiday. And now, , y the old man. God willing, they were ready. N t The crowd swayed back and forth, th ee bey y. NO poe 
throng by the door increased, and soon the ingly Of he ett tht spoke glor- 

_ Sergeant scarcely lifted his pencil. the old Christian  martyrs—patri aché 
icket mart Jour ae st a, dimin- ane women of Kishnev and a thousand 

. other massacres and, shaking off his four-thousand-ve *o sleep, rose high, a gaunt hollow-oyed ween every part of the nation the Jews 
, Swept away all question of Jewish coward- monster who at last was prepared to stake 

all at one throw, fighting side b ide wi fre Aor and then a money-lender —not » Hgnting y side with from choice, but because in Black Russia
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he had been forbidden by the government wardly praising God that their children to do aught else—sought to hamper the had died as a Jew should. Wives, reading going away. The Jews did not mob him, the placard slowly, white-lipped, would nor steal his goods; but he was so com- reach the name of their husbands—and pletely dead to them after that even the were carried off screaming to their homes. 
children did not know him. On Fifth aven 6 ue and the upper West 

In Harvard, where hundreds of Jews Side the streets bustled on as usual. The sought to hide their race with a hundred war concerned the “dirty Jew.” He was 
ae te preg dent, at a meeting of the fighting it. He was dying. What more 

y of students cried out, with his could he ask? They told themselves, fat 
long finger leveled accusingly over the hands over fat paunches, that this was 
whole mass of students—“If there is a all. They lied. Jew fought cheek by 
single man who is ashamed to call himself cheek with Englishman-born and Ger- 
a Jew let him step forward! If there be man-born and Italian-born all Ameri- 

one, my son will take his place in the cans, at last united. And renegade Jew 
ranks! Men of Harvard, men of Amer- smiled greasily in his well-kept office and 
ica, fellow-men, race is gone, religion is amassed money—and lost his soul. 
gone we are one, one people, now and Still the recruit-camps  filled—tall 
orever ! farmers and scrawney alley-rats, grave 
Five thousand men roared their answer workmen and laughing youths—all ready 

to him, and the universities of America to fight for their land. — 

poured their quota into the already full Oh Liberty-—how near thou art to God! 
camps. 

Two months after war had been de- The waterfront glistened and glinted in 
clared two million men were under arms the hot noon-tide sun. The gay flags 
—the American people at last were ready, waved happily in the wind. The Battery 
unconquerable—the boldness of the Saxon, was roaring with people, every Subway 
the stubbornness of the Dane, the fire of and “L” train poured out a new horde, 
the Spaniard, the white passion of the mostly women. Grand lady stood by 
Jew, the hatred of the Indian, the wisdom shop-girl, millionaire by push-cart man. 
of the Roman—all were welded together Small launches and tugs puffed import- 
and ready—way, Russia! The Giant of antly up and down the river. Suddenly a 
Civilization steps from his cave—his iron great bell boomed out, another, yet an- 
heel will crush you, thief of the honor of other—and from behind the Brooklyn 

a race! His fiery breath will burn you, shore a great gray warship, ablaze with 
even as you burnt to death a long-suffer- flags, swept into view. Whistles screamed 
ing peoples! Way, Russia! and shrilled, people shrieked and sobbed— 

. and suddenly the “New York” roared out 
Baxter street was deserted. Most of a mighty salute to the President. Ship 

the “kosher” meat-shops were boarded up. after ship blazed and thundered—and 

Here and there an old peddler with his then again all was silent. On the forward 
push-cart cried his wares, but only women turret of the “New York” the band was 

and children answered him. At noon standing, and, with the sailors and mar- 

great wagon-loads of food were brought ines at attention, played the “Star 

round to the fatherless and husbandless Spangled Banner.” 

families. Many of the farms in the west A man in the crowd fainted. 

were also deserted—and many of the wo- 

men here were white and thin. Toward. The people were again gathered at the 

evening a long list was posted on the door Battery to see the ships reviewed by the 

of the school, and the wan woman stole president. The night was dark, and the 

out to spell the names of those who fell. star-studded sky intensified the darkness. 

Mothers, reading the names of their sons, With one great blaze of red-fire the Statue 
walked slowly back to their homes, pale of Liberty stood out in the ‘dark harbor. 

of face, with eyes dark with pain, but in- She stood silently—as she will stand for-
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ever—outlined in the fire of the powder. Far adown the harbor a destroyer 
Slowly the fire died down, then all was dashed across to the Jersey coast, leaving 

| dark. a trail of dense smoke behind it. 

. TO A PESSIMIST = 

Glenn Ward Dresbach 

O Pessimist, you cannot cloud the dawn, : 

Nor make the noon grow gray! 

: And with my dreams ’tis casy to forgive 

The studied words you say, — 

Because I hear your lore, yet choose to live , 

In my own way. 

Yet had you sown in gardens of my heart 

Your bitter, fruitless seed, 

And blighted flowers, late to wake in bloom, 

With poison-vine and weed, 

You would remain until the day of Doom 

My foe indeed. 
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THE CRIPPLE 

C. F. G. Wernicke, Jr. 

Oh you—you need not look away. 
I know my body’s foul to see, 
But it’s unkind—no, rude I say 
To show me that you pity me. 
I hate your smirking, passing glance. 
I see the way I’m shunted out. 
You give me clothes and food. A chance 
To strive and fight, to strike about 
You force away from me. Your care 
Is but a truce that’s granted me 
Because I am too weak to fear. 
If I should fight, revolt to free 
My bonded self, I should but hear 
A snarl of hate and you would strike. 
I know. One blow would end my life. 
You know I want to live. I like 
This life. If I did not—a knife 
Would long ago have ended it. 
See there, I carry one. It’s keen 
And long. They say that once tt bit 
A harlot’s heart. It’s silken sheen 
Is dear to me. I long to strike, 
But dare not—yet. Some day I will. 
And when I do—someone you like, 
Someone you love—some girl—I’ll kill. 
She'll ‘travel with me, where we go 
When we are dead. Here, feel the edge. 
It’s sharp. One blow would kill you know. 
The blood would run along that edge 
Of steel and drip—and stain the floor. 
I nearly did it yesterday. 
I saw the evil hump I bore 
Within the glass—but looked away 
In fear. Give back my knife. No, no— 
Blade first. Ah my Breast-biter. See? 
The name I call him? There’s no show 
On here. The blade is smooth and free. 

The hilt is carved—but just enough, 
And given just a little slant. 

. That makes the grip seem sure and rough— 

Just right to strike, but God—I cant. 

You're going now. No time I see . 

To hear a cripple talk. Yes, go. 

I hate you all as you loath me. 

Breast-biter—sometime they'll know.
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THE YEAR IN ATHLETICS dual swimming meets and water polo 
(Continued from Page 5) games. The Athletic Annex has been a 

Up to the time this article is written blessing to the baseball team, the indoor 
the wearers of the cardinal have been tri- ‘Tack squad, and the crew. During the 
umphant in thirty-two contests. They Winter months over two hundred men 

| have lost but two contests and have tied Used the Annex every day. 
two. In conference meets they have two’ The old baseball cage on the third floor 
first places, three second places, one third Of the gym has proved to be a much more 
place, and one fourth place to their credit. ‘Satisfactory room for class work, and the In addition, the Badger four-mile relay main floor has been left free for basket- 

team won their event at the Drake relay ball, handball and other group games. 
meet in Des Moines, and hung up a new The student athletic board has added 
record for that distance. Two conference their share to improving our athletic con- 
championships are in possession of Wis- ditions. After a very successful season, 
consin—basketball and fencing. cross-country was raised to the rank of a 

From the standpoint of student partici- ™ajor sport and the constitution of the 
pation there never has been a more suc- Athletic Association so amended as to re- 
cessful year in the history of athletics at Ward men of the team with the varsity 
Wisconsin. More men have turned out “W-” Amendments were also passed pro- 
for the various teams than ever before. Viding for the awarding of “W’s” to mem- 
We seem to have solved the problem of bers of the swimming and water polo 

‘ how to keep our athletes eligible, for in teams. The “W. A. A” has been digni- 
very few cases have men been kept on the fied and now carries with it an appropri- side lines by low grades. ate sweater. The system of awarding class 

There was a time not long ago when Dumerals has been revised and placed on 
Wisconsin teams were handicapped by ® more business-like basis. The matter of 
lack of adequate equipment and training trophies and emblems has been taken up 
facilities. The Athletic Council has been 224 more uniform regulations adopted most liberal this year and has removed CVering the awarding of these honors. 
that handicap. The new training quar- Intra-mural sports have received more 
ters under the grand stand at Camp Ran- attention than at any time since their in- 
dall have been a wonderful boon to the treduction at Wisconsin. The basis of 
football, baseball and track teams. The ‘ivision has been agreed upon as the col- 
lengthening and resurfacing of the fresh- lege rather than the class. This has re- 
man field has provided greatly needed ‘Suited in keener competition and more 
playing space. The tennis court now in Wide spread student interest. 
the course of construction at the east end And so the story of improved conditions 
of the camp will be greatly appreciated might run all down the line. It is not 
by tennis enthusiasts. The bleachers ODly reflected in the success of Wisconsin 
which were moved back from the track teams on the field, but in the spirit which and completely rebuilt have made it pos- has been built up within the student body. 
sible to handle larger crowds and with less There is less knocking and greater unan- 
confusion. imity of action than there has been for 

Improvements in the gymnasium have ™any years. The student body has awak- 
almost doubled the efficiency of that ened to the fact that Wisconsin has just 
building. The members of the physical 8 good material, fully as competent 
training staff now have plenty of room for Coaches, as liberal a policy of faculty con- 
their offices and it has been possible to add tol and as good a chance of winning as a room for remedial gymnastics which has 20Y other institution in the conference. 
long been needed. The locker rooms have Besides that she has greater natural ad- 
been trebled in their capacity and the vantages than any other western univer- bathing facilities have been improved a sity. Truly it may be said that the year 
great deal. The new arrangement of the . 1911-1912 has been a successful one for 
tank has made possible the holding of athletics at Wisconsin.
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A GREEK THEATER AT theater. The Coburn players, prominent 
WISCONSIN country-wide for their accurate presenta- 

- Raw tions of classic plays, will give “Electra,” 
dwin Stanley Hollen from the Greek drama of Euripides. 

, \HE first movement to secure an out- Should the upper campus prove inade- 
door theater for the university has, quate for the performance, “Electra” will 

after considerable delay and pro- be presented in the woods and open spaces 
crastination, begun and the success of the Just beyond Main hall. The Coburn play- 
preliminary plans indicate that a Greek ers will bring a large company and will 
theater at Wisconsin is about assured. punish a remarkably complete produc- 
The campaign will be under the direction '0N.. . 
of the Wisconsin Dramatic Society which The funds realized from this perform- 
has fostered the idea from the beginning. ance will be used. in constructing the first 

The society, after a thorough considera- ters of the amphitheater, which is recog- 
tion of the various phases of the problem nized as the most difficult and hence most 
of the Greek theater, determined to for- costly part of the work. The initial work 
ward the plan, and a committee was ap- of constructing the outdoor theater will. 

pointed with that in view. This com- Probably begin early in July and it is ex- 
mittee, which was selected by the board pected that when the regular school year 
of directors of the Wisconsin Dramatic begins next fall a considerable portion of 
Society, includes Chief Justice J. B. the work will have been accomplished. 
Winslow Judge E. Ray Stevens, C. N. The plans for the amphitheater are now 
Brown. C. E. Brown, Mrs. Laura Sherry being prepared by architects and will be 

of Milwaukee, and Professor Thomas H. 0°. exhibition ‘at Fe a the university 
Dickinson. The proposition of securing buy dings 4 me hon “tbe fashioned 
an outdoor theater was thoroughly can- € outdoor theater Wi f th 
vassed and plans were provided which somewhat after the Greek theater of the 
were likely to produce the most satisfac- University ke " California at Berkerey. it 
tory results. These plans were submitted wi that part ‘of the campus lying jus t 
to Dr. H. C. Bumpus, the business mana- 1 orm: a : 
ger of the vniversity who gave them his north of North hall. This position, fac 

1 .? ing Lake Mendota, is considered "y archi- 
approval. ; : tects to be nearly ideal. e tiers, or 

eee of Rest ftw of antl eb no eS an of the slope. Because of the natural ad- 
the society's efforts ane ace ted per. vantages of a gradual declivity, the ex- 
Tuieion for ‘an outd oe performance by penses of excavation will be greatly les- 
the Coburn players which will occur on sened. The stage will extend out to the 

June 6 on the upper campus as a benefit road which has been built along the lake 

performance for the contemplated Greek shore.
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THE FAIRY GODFATHER “The Fairy Godfather” was proclaimed 
. . : to be a social satire. In passing we think 
T= annual opera of the Haresfoot it well to say that extravaganza is a poor 

Club has come'and gone. Asacom- vehicle for satire. As straight comedy the 
posite effort it was, by far, mechan- situations and lines of the piece might 

ically superior to’ the Haresfoot musical have been amusing; but sandwiched be- 
shows of the past three years; but from tween interpolations such as the dance of 
a comparative standpoint of enjoyability the elements and the minstrel specialty, 
it fell short of its predecessors. the effect of satire is completely lost and 

- One reason for this, perhaps, is that it doesn’t even make good burlesque. The 
“The Fairy Godfather” was billed as an Majority of Mr. Winslow's lines were 
extravaganza and not as a plain comic ®bove the heads of the audiences and the opera such as we have been used to hay- ‘atire was in many instances totally lost. 
oP The word “extravaganza” alone As a whole the parts were well taken, 
scerns to call for filigree effects, whereas although there was a lamentable lack of | lain comic opera demands only comedy Voices. Mr. Walker in the role of Oscar 
aad music. “The Fairy Godfather” had Jones had too much to do and did not 

more than its quota of interpolated feat- unbend a ms part ay fairy godfather 
ures; there was too much “business” with 98 portrayed ~ R ny hn. 2M a0. De tha 
the songs; too much stress was laid) on CoBVneing. N. le tai ly o, as Morovhy 
the mechanical effects. As regards scen- a8 Pleasing vvetatio "of hie oa + SL A. 
ery, costuming and electrical effects the ¢ntious interpre fon ° ‘ "tho , tor of the 
staging left nothing to be desired. In Z0llner as Pansy was easily the star of the these respects the play was the most pre- cast. His rendition was just what one 

: tentious the Haresfoot has ever at- likes and expects from collegiate actors. 
tempted. From a critical standpoint, His co-stars seem to have aimed too high. 
keeping in tone with the fairy atmosphere The rest of me ' cast adequately filled the 
and extravaganza, we presume the music akg assisne le, I it larce audi , 
was properly more classical and less pop- & piece Pp. sted : sarge audiences i. ular. But if Mr. Stothart will pardon all the cities visited; it was a commend- 

-us, the score on the whole did not please ble and praiseworthy effort from start to us half so much as did those of either finish. But from the standpoint of the 
“The Dancing Doll” or “Alpsburg.” undergraduate and the alumnus for whom 
There were no whistleable tunes. Evi- ‘Such productions should be written, it 
dently to bring out the words in the lyrics WaS unsatisfying. It approximated too 
all the verses were recited and not sung, much an ordinary Broadway mnie 
that is with the exception of “Bread and Show. To some this may seem all that 
Cheese and Kisses.” There were no solo Could be desired but anybody can see an songs the melody of which was particu- OTdinary musical show for a two dollar 
larly noticeable or likely to be remem- Dill; the undergraduate and alumnus fas 
bered after leaving the playhouse, such as @ right to expect. something with a little 
“Ethiopia” or “Edelweiss.” The swing- ™ore “pep” and “Rah-rah. 
ing songs of the earlier operas were also 
regrettably lacking. The composer has ——_______ 
evidently sacrificed individual melodies to 
the tout ensemble of the score. From the 
artistic standpoint we have not the slight- EDWIN BOOTH CLUB 
est shadow of a doubt that the score of The annual spring elections to the Ed- 
“The Fairy Godfather” is the best Mr. win Booth Dramatic Club were announced Stothart has ever written. But its spirit April 26. Th ccessful in the try- 
is not collegiate; it lacks the spontaneity P " ose Succes ; a 
and rollicking dash of the earlier operas; OUt8 were Herbert W. Brightman, 713 an 
in short, it is more than we want or ex- Alfred W. Klieforth, 13. The club has 
pect in a university production. already started work on next year’s play.
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GESELLSCHAFT May instead of “The First of May” and PoLLowers of the Germanistiche Mystery,” as originally planned. Gesellschaft witnessed an enjoyable meet under | the direction of Miss 
Sab performance of “Der Raubt der lows n Loomis, 12, the cast will be as fol- abinerinnen” the evening of May 1. Bin, . . This was the principal event of the ‘year Rarntsehli. rn en ie 13 
ee naeallschatt dramatics and was well Catherine............May Whitaker, °12 
The cast follows: Lonka.............Belle Fligelman, 713 

Martin Gollwitz, professor Nicola.............Esther J. King, 713 
Letecseeeeeeessses A, P. Haake. 14 One tresses eee Alfa Hubbell, 12 

Friederika, his wife......... Miss Buech The niece is to | Ruth Brereton, a ; . piece is to be given a financial Dr. Neumeister....C. R. Bodenback, 714  penefit for the societ Marianne, his wife.. Marielle R. Schirmen : * Karl Gross.........G. H. J. Andrae, 715 $$. Emil Gross, his son.......B. Q. Morgan 
Emmanuel Striese, theater director... THE HARESFOOT CLUB Peete eee cece ee eee eeeee se Bb Friege 
Rosa, domestic. ....Selma Bartmann, 713 TH work of the Haresfoot Club for Meissner, janitor of school.......... the present season is over and eteeeeeeseeeee...Max Walther, 713 crowded houses at Madison, Rock- 

; ford, Chicago and Milwaukee testify to its 
success. This year’s offering was more 

SENIOR PLAY pretentious than any of its predecessors 
. . and set a standard for scenery, costumes 

POLLowrn G the resignation of the and electrical effects that future produc- first play committee appointed this tions will find it difficult to equal. 
semester President Eckhardt has ap- The club gave this year its first down- 

pointed the following new committee: town performance in Chicago at the Zieg- 
Alice Ringling, chairman, Margaret field theater. Under the auspices of the 
Boyle, Myron Utgard, E. A. Seaton and Chicago Alumni Association the invasion 
Roland Coerper. of the “loop” was entirely satisfactory. 

- Although the first semester decided on It is hoped next year, however, to play at 
the farce, “Facing the Music,” as the a better theater than the Ziegfield, the 
piece to be presented at commencement stage and dressing room facilities were 

.time, it is the intention of the new com- inadequate even for the modest needs of 
mittee to chose an entirely new play. As the Haresfoot Club. 
yet a decision has not been made. Despite the strong counter attractions 

. of the London Symphony Orchestra and ~ 
Sothern and Marlowe at Milwaukee, both 
erformances were well attended, demon- 

ROUND TABLE strating Milwaukee’s loyalty to the or- 
B ERNARD SHAW’S “Arms and the ganization. 

Man” has been selected by the The book for 1913 will be chosen from 
Round Table literary society as its the undergraduate competition now in ~ 

initial effort in dramatics to be given in progress. 

(f Sto) 
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FACULTY LIGHTS 

BENJAMIN WARNER SNOW—Profes- ing the line of work he was to follow, the 
sor of Physics. Cornell University, best thing he derived from his college ca- 
B.S. 1885. Ohio State University, reer was the thorough scientific training. 
University of Gottingen, University of 
Strassburg, University of Berlin, Ph.D. ARTHUR SOLOMON LOEVENHART 
1892. Delta Upsilon, Sigma Xi. —Professor of Pharmocology and Toxi- 

cology, Kentucky State University, B.S. 
. Professor Snow took his fellowship at 1898, M.S. 1899. Johns Hopkins Uni- 

Cornell the year after he graduated, and versity, M.D. 1903. Sigma Xi, Phi 
after taking his degree at Berlin served Beta Kappa. 
one year at the State University of In- . ; 
diana as Professor of Physics. “From Professor Loevenhart did not take part 
there he came direct to Wisconsin and has in student activities, but he thoroughly 
been here ever since. enjoyed his college life and found it any- 

Professor Snow believes that his col- thing but monotonous. If he were 1o do 
lege career was the best possible to fit him it over again he would pursue the same 
for his work. At the two Prussian uni- line of work and the same recreations. 
versities and at Berlin, where he studied He does not consider college friendships 
under Professor Helmholz, he came in the most important part of a college ca- 
contact with the foremost men and the reer. He thinks that just as good friends 
most advanced thought of the scientific are found elsewhere and says that during 
world. He thinks, however, that a com- the time that he taught at Johns Hopkins 
plete education should include biological and Wisconsin he has had friendships 
training, of which he had little. just as enjoyable and profitable as any he 

Desiring to devote his entire time to had in college. 
study, Professor Snow, did not take part He believes that the greatest benefits 
in student activities. During the nine coming from a college course are obtained 
teen years he has been at Wisconsin, he by selecting some man who is a leader in 
has continued to be completely absorbed the subject that he teaches, and working 
in his work. The phenomena of physics with him and being inspired by him; 
never grow commonplace, and are as new doing enough work on all subjects but 
and fascinating to him as to the student making one of prime importance and all 
who observes them for the first time. the rest secondary. He thinks that the 
After teaching at Cornell, Indiana, Ohio men, not the course, are the vital part of 
State and Wisconsin, Professor Snow says a college. 
that nowhere else has he seen students Of all the things he acquired at college, 

with as much real earnestness as they Professor Loevenhart values most highly 
have here. Although he has never called the ambition to advance, to do new things, 
the roll at a lecture, the room is always and to establish facts; and the training 
well filled. and knowledge necessary to do these 

Professor Snow thinks that, consider- things.
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: | WHERE EVERYBODY GOES 

We wish to bring to your attention the fart that the Majestic 
Cheatre is now wnder the new management of Jack Yeu, a mem-— 
ber of the Sullivan & Considine staff, who has been assigned 

_ to Madison to place the world famous §. & C. shows in the 
Capital City. | 

Che new policy of the Majestic is to present American and 
European novelties, with a change of bill every Thursday and 
Sunday matiner, the performances starting at 3 o'clock matinee 
and 7:30 and 9:15 every evening. | 

— You ran rest assured that a visit from now on at the Majestic 
will please you, as only refined and up-to-date vawdeville num- 
hers, whirh are seleried personally before their appearance in 
this rity, will be offered to tts patrons. | 

We bid for your patronoge. | 

JOHN REA WOOLLEY 
- PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER 

509 STATE STREET, MADISON, WISCONSIN 

HOME PORTRAITURE 

Get Your Rebate When You Need It 
WITH EACH SALE YOU GET A CHECK 

: AND GET IN TRADE . . $ 35 BRING BACK IN CHECKS . . $ 5.00 i 

| 20.00 250 

HAVE TO WAIT TILL SPRING . T 
, ANY TIME. YOU DON T HAV ES THAT NEXT BOOK 

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, 712 State Street | 
————— ee .>COU hnuvNNNNwe eww |



HEH UB “11: 7 | MADISON. WIS. William Owens 

— S§tein-Bloch 
: ) PLUMBER 

| Clothes Estimates one Work 
| (That’s All) gladly furnished 

and it’s all-sufficient x 
to the man looking 
for the best ready-to- 
wear Spring Suit in 118 N. Pinckney Street 

Madison. 
MADISON 33 WISCONSIN 

66 : 33 Buy Her a “Glad’”’ Iron 

and save her the hot, weary drudgery of ironing 
with clumsy, stove-heated SAD irons. Thousands 

of women have been made glad by the 

| Electric Flat lron 

Madison Gas & Electric Company 
Phone 144 120-126 EAST MAIN STREET



JOHN P. MURISH FOR FINE FURNISHINGS $$$ ENN, FURNISHINGS | 

Conklin & Sons Company | MADISON, Wis It Pays to Keep 
GUARANTEE Clean 

we Nunteservedly guarantee “PITTS- 
” Hard Coal to be full weight, 

exceptionally high in heat units and Telephone 4000 free of impurities. If not entirely sat- 
isfactory in every way, no matter what 
the cause, we will replace it, or,ifde-} oo 
sired, will remove it ree of expense 
to you, and refund the amount pai 9 without argument. Simply notify us WW 
in writing within ten days of date of ALTZINGER S 
delivery. We intend to make every 
buyer of “PITTSTON” Coal a per- FOR DELICIOUS 
manent customer. 

Lunches 
Telephone 25 Ice Cream Sherbets 

YARDS it Wet Manse Confectionery 
214 South Baldwin St. 

MADISON, WIS. 

See 8 

Joseph M. Boyd, President H. L. Russell, Vice President 
Frank Kessenich, 2nd Vice Pres. Charles O’Neill, Cashier 

Irving E, Backus, Asst. Cashier at State St, Branch 

Bank of W!1 in 
MADISON, WIS. 

Capital, $300,000.00 Surplus, $60,000.00 
Additional Liability of Stockholders, . $300,000.00 
Highest Interest Consistent with Legitimate Banking 

—— > DIRECTORS — 

JOSEPH M. BOYD CHARLES O’NEILL A oop eg egies EUGENE EIGHMY 8, A. PIPER . 
GEO, SOELCH A. G. SCHMEDEMAN KORSO RE MEVER 
PRONE Orr EARNEST KAROW A. H. KAYSER 

———OHN P. MURISH FOR FOWNE’S GLOVES



W. J. HYLAND : 
J ane Findlay’s 

| > Dry Roast 
| yy Coffees 
| oo 4 
! A SURE TO PLEASE 
[i i 

PRACTICAL PLUMBER SIa 
AND GAS FITTER | 

Latest improved Bath Tubs, Water 
Closets, Pumps, Lead Pipe, 

Tron Sinks, Etc. Tr a S am 1 e 

Jobbing Promptly Attended to y Dp 
Se a ee. and be Convinced 

TEL. 710 Near King Street 

Shoe Shining Parlor | Managing your property 
for Ladies and Gentlemen | "0, or as trustee after 

your death, is our 

Hats Cleaned _ business 

ARTHUR PAPAS a eae ig nee 
302% State Street 228 King Street eee 

Swedish Massage Treat- 

ments and Chiropody CENTRAL WISCONSIN 
Saas es TRUST COMPANY 

Satisfaction Guaranteed MADISON, WIS. 

: : L M. HANKS, President . 

E. L. BUMP “SOHN BARNES, Second Viee President 

Phone 2940 Over Fair Play a BI HALLIGAN, Secretary



~ Alexander oo Kornh Association 
Ornnauser | Dining Hall 

& Co 740 Langdon 

| For Ladies 
——— and Gentlemen 

Dry Goods, Millinery — 
Cloaks and Suits 
——————— Private Dining Room for Small 

Parties in Connection 

14, 16, 18 and 20 West Mifflin Street The Greatest of Care in Arrang- 
MADISON, WISCONSIN ing of Menus 
Se 

PIPER BROTHERS 
WHOLESALE and RETAIL GROCERS 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 
Telephone 561 31 NORTH PINCKNEY STREET 

The Joseph M.Boyd 
Company” 

of Madtison,Wisconsin 
Capital $100,000 | 

MUNICIPAL, TIMBER AND 
| PUBLIC SERVICE BONDS 

| NET 5 AND 6 PER CENT



HAVE THE LITTLE RED HOSPITAL CART CALL FOR YOUR SHOES 

SAS Ve 9, fe V2 si || Prescriptions 
SN tee Accurately 
ZA Nc Compounded 

Nila sos hres 

EVERY HUSKY FARMER 
harvests his wheat, and every husky 

Oe oe at ot overt 
oe Lewis Drug Store 

9 Weber’s Bread oe 
and you’re harvesting for the future. 

A Long-Felt Student Want 

THE A First-Class 
MENGES RED CROSS | Sanitary Barber Shop 

PHARMACIES NEAREST AND NEWEST 

es a Service—Our Motto Sanitation—Our Aim 

page) ae rs * Complete in Every Detail 

26 West Mifflin St. 829 University Ave. Courteous ane Shine ae Porter Service 
1726 Monroe St. 

OTTO F. BOCHER 

MADISON, WISCONSIN cise 2 wa WISCONSIN 

Have your Clothes 
J. FE. SCH AD AUER & co. Cleaned and Pressed at 

: ’ 
The China Shop ; Erickson s 

Cleaning & Pressing Shop 
Dishes Rented for Parties and Receptions 

1327 University Ave. 
Phone 1027 

126 STATE STREET We call for 
and deliver 

VARSITY SHINING PARLORS—319 STATE STREET—Phone 2036



The University € University of Wisconsin 
The College of Letters once offers a Ce 

. an 
Course In Pharmacy; a Conus cience offers a General Course in Liberal Arts; a 

Journalism; Library Training Courses noone a _Course in Music; a Course in 

School; the Course for the Training of Tonchaneeton with the Wisconsin Library 

The College of Mechanics and Engi ers, and the Course in Chemistry. 

Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Fee enaering, offers courses of four years in 

Chemisty, vpemical Engineering and Mining oO vmeering Applied Electro 

@ College . . 

the degree of Bachelor of have and pe telaerrn over three years, which leads to 

Supreme Court of the state without oetination graduates to admission to the 

3 he College of Agriculture offers (1) a cours ff . . 

(2) a middle course of two years; (3) a short ¢ of four years in Agriculture; 

Agriculture; (4) a Dairy Course; ( 5) » Farmers’ course of one or two years in 

™ The Call omics. 
s Course; (6) a four years’ course 

e College of Medicine offers - 
Work, the equivalent of the first two years of the Stomtard Todi Ones Medical 
the successful completion of the two years’ course in th Coll ae den sree 
can ne ret mene studies in any medical school in recone students 

e Graduate School , . poe 
of ine University. ol offers courses of advanced instruction in all departments 

e University Extension Divisi 
ence Study, of Debating and Public Disecsion tL scarce ena of Correspond- , 

and peonle at the cet A Municipal Reference Bureau, which ‘eat the sormee ot 
e state, is maintained ny tvice © 

vocational institutes and conferences we hd undoes a ane Exhibit and 

m, Special Courses in the College of Letters and Science 
train e Course in Commerce, which extends over four years, is designed for th 
raining of young men who desire to enter upon business careers gnee es 

The Courses in Pharmacy are two in number; one exte dit 
and one over four years, and are designed to furnish a thor ae over two years, 

tion or me pursuit of the profession of pharmacy roughly scientific founda 

é Course for the Training of Teacher fo i : . 

vorartn feachets sr the secondary chooks “it Gneludes, profetonal Work te the 
ments of philosoph . e 

schools as well pe ceopny and education and in the various subjects in the high 

Madison. in the elementary and secondary schools of 

The Course in Journalism i i 
Cour : provides four years’ work iti 

and praia! juvnliom, gether th courses in history, piel economy pote 
science, English literature, and philosophy, a knowledge of which i tary fo. 

journalism of the best type. 1s necessary for 

Library Training Courses are gi i 1 given in connection with th i i 

School, students taking the Library School Course during the fantor an Pew 

years of the University Course. " ve EEN 

The Course in Chemistry offers facilities for training f . : q rain. or th j 

become chemists. Six courses of study are given, namely, & general course ° course 

for industrial chemist, a course for agricultural chemist, a course for soil chemist, 

a coumme tor Physiologica chemist, and a course for food chemist. ° 

é Inbraries at the service of members of the University, includ i 

of the University of Wisconsin, the Library of the State Historical Society, the 

Library of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters, the State Law 

- Library, and the Madison Free Public Library, which together contain about 

so eteilel books and over 195,000 pamphlets. . . 

Detaile information on any subject connected with the Universi 

obtained by addressing W. D. HIESTAND, Registrar, Madison, Wisconsin. may be
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- HONORBILT ‘Tr 
E WG of |e 
= Perfection in foot- ee = 
EY wear is now obtainable if you ee = 

ES” wear Mayer Honorbilt Shoes, because AC = 
| they embody to the utmost degree every ele- ae = 

E| ment of style, wear and comfort. — 
= They are made from the finest materials, possess refined, oe 
f=) distinctive style and hold their shape to the last. IY Eu Bs 

= Made in a variety of fashionable SN i 
ES styles for men and women SS Ke ; ie 
Ea No matter how fastidious you are about your foot- &S ¥ :*: F ha 
E=_ wear, Mayer Honorbilt Shoes will give you the greatest AQ? @ hen 
=} satisfaction because they are made right in every par- a 3 eA ra 

= ticular—they are “built on honor.” 3 Ve /, ES 
= To be sure you are getting the genuine, oN ~ / | re = 
ES look for the Mayer Trade Mark on ie F oN , far the AUR, = 

Se | Ys 
= ale te us. Bi : Ox oO re aue\ 

aS F.MAYERBOOT & SHOE CO.,Milwaukee, Wis. \ eg & ee One Sh 

UO MSO SS (Bi 

Und d| it 
The Machine You Will Eventually Buy 

ei = SS: a ; 
Underwood Typewriters Pay Sp mer >, Underwood Typewriters 

- SN mom tect \ 

RENTED eS —eivg REPAIRED 
pi ee pb tpiys P; : 

i | 

Underwood Typewriter Co. 
Phone 896 MADISON, WIS. 

fl



Good Things to . 
EAT at GRIMM'S 

Keeley’s “Paj’’| BOOK BINDERY 

110 State Street FLAT OPENING BLANK BOOKS 

Se MAGAZINE BINDING 

Electric Shoe Repairing AN ari UY 
‘“‘Work Done While You Wait” —_—_—_——— 

Telephone No. 469 

Goodyear 
Shoe Repairing Company State Journal Block, Fourth Floor 

Work Called for and Delivered 115-123 SOUTH CARROLL STREET 

Telephone 3326 209 State Street MADISON: WIS: 

For 

Bags, Suit Cases and The Photo Shop 

Trunks W. L. McKILLOP, Mgr. 
Go to 

1912 Badger Photographer 
J. W. ALVORD Ph 

227 King St. one 1468 or 4543 

Special Prices to Students 313 State Street 

New Spring OO 
Styles | Amateur Finishing 

at G. Flashlights 
| Group Pictures O. C. Olson’s c. e e 1 ts . 

| State Street — C. Enlargemen .



Sectional Book C 
This case of three sections with base i. 
and top and glass doors, complete in 1 5 ee ‘ 
any style finishj- for o:<0..6- i. *. es - 
This is something entirely new in a book case. i... | 
It folds and a case of four sections can befolded | 
into the size of one for the purpose of packing if | 
necessary. = 
Start your library with one, two, threeor more Ff 
sections and add to it as your library grows. — 

Come in and see our splendid line of these sec- $n 
tional book cases. a | 
Buy one of these cases and if not satisfactory § 
after 30 days, we will refund your money. — — 

Roll Top Desks “evxirs sist ee ee 

The Bailey Furniture St 
(Better Furniture for Cottage or Mansion) 426 STATE STREET 

Telephone 4178 Telephone 4178 

Electrical Contractors 

A Agents for the SPECIAL 

Ff) R 1 Gc h m O nN d Central Station for 

W/ SuctionCleaner |. “Gee Uetr i Flat Irons 

My | Eats Dirt Sd) a garaniee 
eM Rese or tw 3 al 
i \\ The price is $65 with The Sek 

ge cle’ attachments, f. 0. b. Sov eand Loser 
eee | your home, and rents Will be glad to d 
See os is ill be glad to demon- 

ee? | for $2 per day—$1.50 strate any of these ar- 
for half day. ticles at any time. 

207 KING STREET : : MADISON, WIS.
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